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Eugene Orloff Climbed Piano Stool At Two-and-a-half To Boston Truck Figures In Bad Accident At Thomaston—
“Charlie” Lovejoy Gets Another Scare
Play “By Ear”—Brilliant Promise As Violinist

When Eugene Orloff was 2’£, years I great interest in Eugene, when the
boy was 6 years old, and the late
••*
*•• stool and play any melody he had ter was with him two seasons. “Your
hoy is a wonder,’’ Prof. Burgin, told
ever heard.
A doting father had delightedly Simon Orloff.
And in a letter to the head of the
CURTIS AND EDISON
watched this early evidence of musi
•___
cal genius which at 3 was on the! Curtis Institute he wrote: ‘This boy,
Two Successful Newsboys threshold of a career which may lead with proper training, and under
to fame and which has already pro
Sent Their Regrets To gressed to such an extent he has been
known in music circles as ‘The Boy

•••
•••

If knowledge Is power, patience is •••
powerful.—Robert Hall.
*• of age he would climb onto the piano

Mayor Curley of Boston

Prodigy.”

At 31*, years—but before this inci
dent is related a word of explanation
Mayor Curley has received letters is in order.
Eugene Orloff. now reached the
from two of the most successful for
mer newspaper hoys in the United age of ll. is the son of Simon Orloff.
States. Thomas A. Edison, the in whb came to this country from
ventor, and Cyrus H. K. Curtis, the Poland in 1910. A violin student, in
head of one of the largest publishing tensely devoted to the art, Simon i
firms in the country, highly com Orloff was troubled hy conditions in
Rockland was on the outer circle of the cyclonic electrical storm which
mending the work of the Burroughs his fatherland, and the only harmony
caused thousands of dollars of damage to property in Augusta, Waterville
Newsboys Foundation in the training which the future seemed to offer for
and other places in central Maine Saturday night.
of newsboys and expressing regret at him was that which the bow drew
their inability to attend the Tercen from his beloved violin, and when
tenary pageant iby the foundation, tiiere came across thle waters a
There is no valid reason why Rockland should not be in the center of the
“The Newsboys,” on the Common to message from a cousin in Boston,
next storm.
urging him to come to this country,
night. The letters are as follows:
the suggestion fell upon receptive
• a
Many Windstorm Insurance policies will be sold in Augusta and Water
My Dear Mayor Curley—In reply ears.
It was 20 years ago that Simon
to your letter of July 3d. I regret to
ville today.
say that I cannot be in Boston on July irloff and his wife landed on these
18th as J have other engagements ihores. Whether America, the land
How much better to insure before than after the disaster. You now
here in Maine. I want to thank you, of the free was a materialization of
have that opportunity, denied to the citizens of the devasted area.
however, for having remembered me the vision which he had pictured
for such an event, and as I am inter Simon does not say, but hb stayed on,
We would like to talk with you personally but our disaster may occur
ested in the work that is done by the and on, until one day in one of the
Burroughs Foundation I am doubly courts of our land he foreswore alle
before we can get around to see all of our friends and therefore we take this
disappointed that I cannot accept giance to the powers which ruled the
destiny of Poland, and emerged from
method of calling your attention to this very important subject.
that invitation.
the courtroom a happy carefree
Yours truly,
American, minded to stay here al
We cover our property fully aga inst the hazard of Windstorm damage
Cyrus H. K. Curtis
ways, and with Poland offering no
• • • •
and as the cost is slight, we consider such preparedness most imperative.
allurements, even for a visitation.
Dear Mr. Curley—*1 'have your very
Then there was another day, when
kind letter with reference to the (Bur little Eugene came to crown the hap
Moran’s matchless service, both in calling attention to your insurance
roughs
Newsboys
Foundation,
and
piness of the Orloff household, happi
needs before and satisfactory adjustment after the loss, is yours to command.
thank you for your invitation to be ness which was intensified when al
present on the occasion of the pageant most before he could lisp the Ameri
As we specialize in this form of protection you will find our experience
to be held July 18th. Although I am can words that expressed his infantile
in sympathy with this work of train sentiments, it was discovered that he
to your advantage.
ing the newsboys, 11 am sorry that I hhd inherited, apparently in full
cannot come to Boston at this time. measure, the musical genius with
The rubber research work upon which whicli his father had been blessed.
1 am engaged is demanding practi
We have seen him at 2% years
rally all of my time and attention just climbing the piano stool to play hy
now, and I might also add that I And ear those melodies which had filled
425 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
it necessary to conserve my strength his tiny ears.
as much as possible, so that I do
But it was the violin, not the piano,
practically no traveling. '\A’.ith all which the Orloff household wor
good wishes for the success of the shipped, and to this shrine Simon
pageant. I am
Orloff led little Eugene when the lat
Yours very truly,
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
ter’s third anniversary had dawned.
Thos. A. Edison
STEAMBOAT CO.
Yes, genius was there also, for the
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
harmonies which lie had played hy
Eastern Standard
Vinalhaven Line
HAS FRACTURED KNEE ear on the piano were repeated on
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
the violin, and the music came so
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 I’. M. ArrlvCourses in Business Administration, Secretarial
naturally thlat the parents had diffi
. ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. Al. and 2.20 I’. M
Mrs.
Charles
A.
Emery
Vic
culty in finding the words which
i Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
Teachers’ Training, Etc.
f°r catalogue
3.30 1’. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving ai
tim of Auto Collision Near would express their (Flight.
10.50 A. M and.4.50 I’. M.
Six months after Eugene had taken
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
Business Men Supplied With Office Help
Up his violin studies—then only 3’£,
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 6.00 A. M.
• the ’Keag
Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar
years of age. mind you—his father
rive at Rockland at u On A. M. Returning
A Ford coup© driven by William W took him to a concert in Boston
Address LENA K. SARGENT, Rockland, Me.
leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
Stonington at 4 00. due to arrive at bwau .* Colby of Spruce head, and a Ford The artist was one of some standing
7»8tf
Island about 5.00 *P. M.
roadster driven by Wendell H. Emery but in the course of the concert he
72-tf
K h M■ tXSOX. General Agent
of Rockland were in collision a quar played two notes incorrectly. Into
ter of a mile below Keag village early the face of little Eugene, who hbd been
Saturday afternoon, both cars being listening with rapt interest, crept an
expression, almost of alarm, and to
practically demolished.
The most serious consequences, the amazement of the audience he
h'uwever, befell Mr. Emery's step suddenly leaped to his feet and
mother, Mrs. Charles A. Emery, who shrieked in excited childish falsettc
"Your I) string is out of tune!”
was found to have sustained a frac
Critics in the audience knew that
tured knee. Mr. Colby had a num
ber of bad cuts, and was dazed hy th« the child was right—and so did the
artist, for when th’e Orloffs were later
collision.
Dr. Lawry, who happened to bo summoned backstage the violinist
n arby was early at the scene of the said:
"Boy, you were right; that D
accident ministering to the injured
string was out of tune.”
ones.
Richard Burgin, concert master of
State Patrolman Pray handled the
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, took
case for the traffic squad.

TODAY

“Jfs Lucky

[Boston Transcript]

TODAY

I’m Insured”

Fred Terp of Allston, Mass., said of buildings owned and occupied by
to be a son of one of the proprietors Charles H. Lovejoy.
Half buried by the mass of produce
of the L.C.L. Forwarding Company of
and partly stunned when he pitched
IJoston, figured yesterday morning
head foremost, Terp managed to ex
in an automobile accident at The tricate himself, and was rushed to
Creek, in Thomaston, which Mad all Dr. E. W. Hodgkins’ hospital. An
the thrills of a movie stunt, and examination showed no broken bones,
which escaped being; a tragedy be hut Terp’s left leg is badly swollen
cause Providence Intervened.
nnd bruised.
Terp was on his way to Belfast,
The truck is nearly a complete
driving one of the company’s trucks, wreck.
which was laden with produce for a
A Central Maine crew worked for
chain store. The theory of the State hours yesterday replacing th’e broken
Police and oth’ers who investigated pole and straightening the mass of
the strange accident is that the car twisted wires so that traffic could
skidded on the brow of the hill where he resumed on that busy corner.
oil or some other greasy substance
Mr. Lovejoy’s building was used at
had been spilled.
The rear wheels that point as a storehouse for car
swung around and the heavily laden riages and other vehicles and the
truck headed in a diagonal direc damage was several hundred dollars.
tion for the opposite side of the
Mr. Lovejoy is beginning to think
street where it fetched up against that thVre is a jinx on his trail, for
one of the State Highway fences.
the house which he occupied just
This evidently
disarranged the prior to moving into his present
steering gear, for when th© truck quarters was also partly demolished
started diagonally to the other side by an automobile accident.
of the highway Terp was powerless to
The building damaged yesterday
guide it. The helpless machine gained was formerly the property of the late
speedy headway, crossed the Street George W. Starrett and figured in
railway track and crashed into a litigation which went through th©
heavy pole which carried trolley and local courts and to Law Court for
other electric wires.
several years.
The pole snapped like a pipestem
The total amount of damage occa
and the truck took a nose dive to- sioned by the accident was estimated
\\ ard the creek—a sheer drop of about at mor© than $5000.
15 feet. Th’e driver, Who had clung
The Creek was tho mecca of many
to the wheel, was saved from a violent hundreds of sightseers yesterday.
death when the rear wheels, freed Patrolman Daniel S. Pray and Ser
by the breaking of the pole smashed geant Austin McKeen had charge of
through the western end of the set the case for the State Police.

ORDERS

E. C. MORAN COMPANY, INC.

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

THE ENDLESS, SHIFTING,
PASSING* SHOW

Eugene Orloff, Violinist
proper conditions, should become one
of our greatest violinists, and any
body interested in music should assist
him.”
In the chronology of the Orloffs
came another eventful date—when
his daddy took him to Philadelphia
and submitted him to an examina
tion for admittance to th© Curtis In
stitute of Music.
Madame Luboskutz, the instruc
tress in violin music, listened with'
rapt attention, and less than quarter
of ar. hour had elapsed when she
gave utterance to a single word—
"Marvelous!”
Weeks have come and gone, and
little Eugene, now a fixture at *he
Curtis Institute of Music, has fully
justified the quickly formed opinion
of his preceptress.
Simon Orloff showed The CourierGazette reporter Eugene’s rank card
for the term ending May 31.
"A plus,” it read, and this was in
terpreted on the hack as meaning
"Excellent, with distinction.”
Eugene Orloff is intensely devoted
to th’e classics, and has no taste for
popular or even semi-popular mu*de.
Far from being a dreamer or vision
ary. he is a normal boy, who likes
to l»e out of doors, who likes games
which are played in the open, but
who can give a clever exhibition of

2 BIG DAYS 2

Charles Dickens said: “I am both a town and a
country traveler and am always on the road."

Some may think that our articles wander far from
what may concern a bank and its affairs. True: but
banking literature, as a steady diet, is, at its best, dull
and unsatisfying.

RACING

Besides, in seeking favorable

business connections, some diversion from the beat

en track often attains the final purpose.

The bright

horizon is not always visible to those who continu
ally hold their heads down to the path. In our con
tributions we endeavor to include many of the pleas

Wednesday-Thursday

antest and mellowest of thoughts, sprinkled in with
the hard, every day padding called cold facts; and if
we are informing or entertaining to any degree what

soever, we are amply repaid for our effort.

The actual service ,we offer includes everything in

the

<

August 6-7

—BANKING LINE-

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland
Union

Camden
Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

Knox Trotting
Park

RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00

6 Classes-$2000 in Purses

EXCEED THE

OUTPUT

Thomaston Cement Plant Is One of the Few Industries
Now Having That Fortunate Experience
In these days when one hears so
much about curtailed industrial
operations in various parts of the
country is is refreshing to know that
a Knox County institution is so busy
that it is unable to (keep pace with
its orders.
Reference ia made to the plant of
the I^uwrence Portland Cement Com
pany In Thomaston from which is
being shipped daily an average of 30
carloads of its product. Some of t'he
product is going: Into New Hamp
shire for road-work, hut th© bulk of
it finds a market at the Bingham dam
and in 'Main© roadhuilding opera
tions. Approximately 200 men are
on the payroll, and the plant is being
operated to full capacity, with the
no-accident iffag- flying daily as la
tribute to efficient management and
a safety first attitude on the part of
the workmen.
• • • •
Many persons who pass the cement
plant are puzzled hy the drilling
operations which ar© constantly in

checkers when the scene shifts to
indoors.
An infected hand, caused by a
Fourth of July misWap, brought him
under the supervision of the Knox
Hospital staff for a few days, his
successful treatment there earning
the family's thanks to Mrs. EM ward
W. Bok, whose benefactions In con
nection with the Curtis Institute of
Music are unnumbered. In the hos
pital, as elsewhere, Eugene Orloff
won the affection of all who came*
in contact with him.
The family will remain In Rock
port until the middle of September.

GOT A METEORITE
ncovered At “Montpelier,”
and Nobody Knows When
It Got There
In the process of grading tho
grounds at the K nox Memorial thorn
has been uncovered a meteorite. It
is a fairly sizeable objeet, above two
foot in length, and before somewhat
broken at the edges was estimated
to weigh about 200 pounds.
The stone Is brownish-black In
color, of Iron consistency and dis
closes a faint Hmedl of sulphur. It lay
some four feet below the surface of
the ground. There Is no knowledge
of such a visitor from the sky having
announced itself in recent time end
the depth of the soil atiove It suggests
that It may have lain there for count
less years. Its presence on the High
street property of iHarry C. Moody
would naturally vest title in that citi
zen, but Mr. Moody is not penurious
and the meteorite will pass Into pos
session of Montpelier, where It will
go on exhibition.
The Courler-Oazette confesses It
self unfamiliar with the general sub
ject of meteorites. If any of its
readers have views in the connection
that they would like to communicate,
the paper will be pleased to spread
them before Its readers. Especially
if the views have to do with the fall
ing of meteorites in this vicinity.

The wise modern housewlte, shares
her burdens and lets The People'*
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
service prompt, the work exce'lent.

124-tf
New York publishers have reduced
the price of popular novels from $2.50
to $1. That leaves some of them still
over-priced by
about 95 cents.—
Nashville Southern Lumberman.

progress on th© premises. Officials
(Explain that the prospecting is done
to keep ahead of actual quarrying
operations, th© extent of which may
be judged from the fact that th©
Thomaston plant uses about 800 tons
of limestone daily. Formerly a large
amount of clay was also used hut the
character of the limestone now’ being
excavated obviates the necessity of
using it.

• • • ♦

The corporation has adopted a now
policy with reference to the receipt
of its bituminous coal supply. Act
ing under the belief that Rockland
harbor was icebound a portion of the
year, the company accumulated its
entire coal supply In summer. So far
as Its experience has proved, there
was nothing to indicate that coal
could not ibe discharged at the Main©
Central dock any one of the 365 days
in the year, and on the basis- of that
experience th© Lawrence people will
have their coal supply come along as
needed. The need, by th© way, calls
i for 150 tons a day.

BESSY CREIGHTON’S

Water Colors

To

Be On

Exhibition In Thomaston

This Week
It will be of Interest to people of
these environs to know that on Fri
day and Saturday afternoons of this
week, July 25 and 26. there will be a
showing of iBcssy Creighton's paint
ings at the home of John H. Blodgett,
25 Knox street, Thomaston.
Miss Creighton, although not a na
tive of these parts, is connected with
all the Creightons of Thomaston.
Her mother was born in Waldoboro,
and her father was George Creighton
of Warren. Her home is in Lynn.
Mass., but she has spent many sum
mers at both Thomaston and Friend
ship.
■Her water colors cover a wide
geographical area, having been paint
ed on 'her travels to the southwest of
this country, and to .Italy and Spain.
And there are several of New Eng
land.
She has had two exhibitions recent
ly at Doll & Richards in 'Boston, and
has been represented in most of the
late water-color exhibitions of Bos
ton and New York, where she has re
ceived a good deal of notice and com
mendation. As she is especially sen
sitive to design, her pictures have a
decorative quality which makes them
quite modernistic in tone. To quote
only two of her reviews, they possess
“a childlike simplicity" and "a friend
ly, endearing quality.”
All those who are interested In Miss
Creighton’s work will be most wel
come to this exhibition.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again 1 would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.
UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE

Amiens sings :
Under the greenwood tree.
Who loves to He (with me.
And turn his merry note
Unto the sweet bird's throat,
Come hither.-come hither, come hither:
Here shall he see
No enemy
|
But winter and rough weather.

Who doth ambition shun.
And loves to live A* the sun.
Seeking the food )ie eats.
And pleased with what he gets.
Come Idther, come hither, come hither:
Here shall he see
No enemy
But winter and rough weather.
—Wilaam Shakespeare.

1
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LEAGUERS

GOVERNOR TO RACE AT CAMDEN

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

personally .ppeTeSm'nk s'^ijddi'^wbo .
offlre of The Courirr-Gaeette, and that ol Jhe i
Issue of this paper of Julv.ltt, 1930, there was
printed a total ot 6329 aoeies.
Before tne.
.FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.
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FRIENDLY FIVE SHOES

St. George Wins and Loses In Two Fast Games—The Fans
Grow Enthusiastic Over Good Sport
—1"7T—

tures of this highly interesting con
This Week's Games
test, which may be briefly summarized
Tuesday—Camden at Rockland.
A soft answer turneth away wrath;
as follows:
Wednesday—Thomaston at Cam
but grievous words stir up anger.—
Dwyers running catch of Graf ton’s
Prov. 15:1.
den.
foul; Thomas's catch of Davidson's
Friday—Rockland at Thomaston.
foul in the roadway, beyond the
*
♦ * * •
GOLF AND THE CLERGY
grandstand: Dailey’s ertch of Dwyer’s
fly; Grafton's fine play on Archer's
The League Standing
grounder in the eighth; Davidson's
The New Hampshire pastor who
The game which Camden won from
catch. completing the
laid down his golf sticks in tlw midst Clark Island <not now a member of one-hand
double play in the eighth made by
of a game, for the purpose of yield the League) has been restored to the C. Smith. II. Smith and Davidson.
3C. '
ing two hours of precious time to_the schedule on the authority of Presi
The Camden batters responsible for
dent Chisholm, pending the official
marrying of a coupie who had driven action of the League managers. This that team’s three scores were Ben
up from Massachusetts, illustrates has the effect of advancing Camden nett. Boynton and Thomas, while the
St. George batters who made that
the peculiar features connected with to second position for the time be team’s run possible were Poole, H.
ing.
and
places
it
only
half
a
game
golf. It is a game in which these
Smith and Lowell.
behind Rockland.
Here are the
Here is a Spirited Scene in a Motor Boat Regatta Such As You Will See At Camden Friday and Saturday.
peculiarities, novel and previously figures:
The score:
Hang Onto Your Seat When They Make the Turn
unsuspected, suddenly present them
Camden
PC
Won Lest
selves, to the despair of the player Rockland ............... 4
.666
2
ab r bh tb po a
Tlie lights are blazing in Camden diner had arrived at Camden with Bung up in the New England out
.571 Grafton, ss .......
3
0 2
and a sudden accession of wrath Camden .................. 4
board time trials at Lake Cobbosseeevery night this week, the hand is hr.s 28 foot, 260 h. p. Chris-Craft—
.500 Wadsworth, rf....
4
1 0
which not Infrequently exhibits itself St. George .......... 4
a runabout known as '’Tlie Cam eontee yesterday. Paul A. Jones of
.333 Plaisted. Sb .....
Thomaston ........... 2
4
2 1
playing, folks arc dancing, and every
in violent explosion.
We always
paigner." The Governor drove over Union chalking up the fastest time,
1 0
Bennett, p ..........
have felt particular interest in clergy
body is talking—about -life annual from his summer home in Woolwich, 44.25 miles an hour as lie shattered
1 0
Boynton, If ......
St. George 5, Thomaston 0
1 10
Bok. lb ............
men who seek to ameliorate the exac
motor boat regatta which takes place and not only entered Ills boat for the previous mark of 42.947 estab
Manager Rawley's sprightly outfit
2 0
tions of their lofty profession by from “The Harbor" played errorless Richards. 2b ....
in Camden harbor Friday and Salur- tlie Camden races, but indicated that lished by T. Thompson at Worcester,
1 11
Thomas, c ..... i.
addressing themselves to the intrica | ball behind Simmons at Community
0 3
Dailey, cf •........
I day. The official program of the lie will he at the helm, himself, Fri Mass., this spring in Class I). Division
cies of the royal and ancient game. Park last night, and though Thomas
races cannot be presented here, for day or Saturday and possibly on Initli One. Paul Jones drove tlie Sandie,
35 3 8 9 27 10 1
There is no pastime comparable with ton has the most hits to its credit,
ihe simple reason that the classes days. Gov. Gardiner is a great lover built by M. S. Dick of Rockland, who
that team failed to complete the cir
It as a mode of wholesome spiritual cuit of the diamond. Curiously enough
St. George
will not be fully determined until the . f aquatic sports, and his presence could not be touched with a 10-foot
discipline. * It is not enough, if thle it threatened in every inning having
e eve of the first day's events.
as contender is bound to lent much pole last night when lie learned tlie
ab r bh th po
exalted heights of the game are to at least one man on thle base paths, C. Smith, ss ..... 3
0
The committee's cup of happiness more Interest and enthusiasm to the glad news. WWat this wonderful
0
be attained, that a missed stroke shall and in one instance having every Archer, c ............ 4
little craft will do in Camden is what
sack occupied.
0 overflowed Sunday, when it was regatta.
Simmons, cf, p ... 4
evoke no outward and violent mani
Four new world's records were everybody is waiting to see.
f?t. George scored in only two Inn Dwyer. Sb ........... 4
1 learned that Gov. Wm. Tudor Gar
festation of bitterness.
The real ings. and made only one hit on Mau Davidson, lb .... 2
0
victory comes from that inner rice Sawyer after the third inning Poole, p, cf ........ 3
0I
.1,
Stadium. Bar Harbor, and bcil
BOUTS AT BELFAST
serenity of souk which meets with a An analysis of the game shows that H. Smith, 2b .... 4
gor protege of Walter Johnston and ' fore a large crowd of howling fans j
Sawyer pitched one of the best games Newbert, rf ...... 1
smile the tragedy of tlie sliced drive,
Bed Grange of Portland. Promoters battled to a fierce deadlock in six
of the season. St. George won be Monaghan, rf
0 Jerry Duprey Matched With
at p number of Maine’s larger clubs rounds.
the topped ball or the humiliating cause it was able to bunch its hits, Lowell, if ........
0
have been angling for th'is attraction
Now they are matched again and ;
failure to sink a ten-inch putt. We and because "Simmy'' was an abso
Red Grange For Friday as it looms as a sure fire slugfest with
this announcement is certain to meet
lute
Rock
of
Gibraltar
when
the
5 6 24 8 2
32
hlave played with clergymen who
plenty
of
drawing
power.
Duprey
with favor with all whb saw the first
Night, This Week
crucial moments came.
Camden ............ 03000000 x—3
through those disciplinary processes
fhe rugged two fisted lad who stopped meeting which will not soon be forSawyer patched the first St. George St. George ........ 00000020 0—2
Buck Potvin in the first round of a | gotten
of golf had become greater than the batter who advanced on a passed ball.
Both Grange and Duprey
Two-base hits, Simmons. Plaisted.
The Belfast boxing promoters, who.
man who taketh a city, and we knew Hits by Simmons and Dwver brought Bases on balls, off Bennett 3. off since launching their club, have been slated six at the last Belfast show know the game, both possess terrific
is feeling fine and ready to step to power and let it be said that both are
that in such hands their parishioners in two runs. St. George did the re Poole 1, off Simmons 1. Struck out. serving the pugilistic fraternity with the center to meet th'e lanky and hard
mighty sore at each other.
mainder cf its scoring In the third by Bennett 7. by Poole 4. by Simmons excellent ring entertainment havt
were safe.
inning; with the aid of a pass, a 2. Hit by pitcher. C. Smith. Double another bang up mitt attraction slat punching blonde from the Forest
The semi final bout of the evening
is like the feature event one of real
single by Hlmmons, a double by play. C. Smith, H. Smith. Davidson. ed for the Belfast Opera House Fri City.
The passport with which Zaro AgWa "Sonny Boy" Dwyer and an error Umpires,
A few weeks back this pair met for class and will bring together Shadow
Kennedy
and
Nelson. day night.has landed in this country asserts by the usually reliable L Sawyer. Scorer. Winslow.
The main event of this show will the first time hi the ring; at Dream- Janette colored protege of Walter
that he was born in Turkey in 1774. After the third inning St. George had
these figures taken from the actual only two men on bases and only one
of them reached second.
record in the possession of the Turk
Jud Flanagan of Rockland substi
ish government. Mr. Agha. the asso tuted on the Thomaston team part of
ciated press story goes on, makes this the game, turning in three fine
visit for the purpose of procuring a catch'es and one. of the team's seven
hits. Another busy and successful
set ef false teeth', a worthy enough outfielder was Lowell who killed the
Reason far making the long voyage, chances of four Thomastonians.
The score:
but clearly disproving the claim
St. George
sometimes advanced that very old
ab r bh tb po
people occasionally cut a second set
1
of teeth. Surely if such an oddity Wilson, ss ..........
C. Smith, ss .....
1
of nature ever did exhibit itself, a Archer, c ..........
1
man who had accumulated a total Simmons, p .....
4
Dwyer.
3b
.........
0
of 156 years ought not to have been
Davidson,
lb
._.
0
subjected to the discomforts of an
Poole, cf ............ l
0
ocean voyage to pay a visit to an H. Smith, 2b ..... 3
0
American dentist.
Monaghan, rf .... 3
0
Mackie, If .......... 0
0
Lowell,
if
............
3
0
Although we don't have to go to
Turkey to find examples of ripe old
28 5 5 6 27 7 0
age. Here in our own state appears
Thomasto n
Rev. Ebenezer Bean (what a lovely
ab r bh tb IK) a e
name for a clergyman) who on Sun Feehan. lb ...... 5 0 2 3 5 0 0
day celebrated his 101st birthday, by Boggs, 2b ........ 2 0 1 1 4 2 0
which act he became the only gradu Condon, c ........ 2 0 0 0 2 1 0
9 0 o o 4 2 o
ate of Bowdoin College to attain the Patch, c ..........
2 0 0 0 0 2
M. Sawyer, p
distinction of the century mark. He Hinckley, 3b .. . 3 0 0 0 0
0 0
was a student in that institution at L. Sawyer, ss . 4 0 2 2 3 1 9
0 • 0 0
a time when the academic life was Benner. If ....... • \ 0
less marked by what is today known Flanagan, if .... . 2 0 1 1 3 0 0
Vinal, cf ....... . 3 0 1 1 2 0 0
as student activities, some of them Felt, rf ............ . 4
0 0 0 •1 0 0
highly strenuous, hut they did have
baseball back in 1857 and young Bean
30 0 7 8 24 8 2
tcok a hand in it—a joyous thing to St. George ....... 20300000 x—5
Two-base Wits, Dwyer, Feehan.
look back upon—and there was Bases on balls, off Simmons 3. off
swimming in the river, the delight Sawyer 3. Struck out, by Simmons
of which in retrospect convinces Mr. 8. by Sawyer 8. Hit by pitcher Wil
Bean that the swimming pool that son. Boggs. Hinckley. Sacrifice hits,
Boggs. Vinal. Double play, L. Saw
Cyrus H. K. Curtis gave to the col
yer, Boggs and Feehan.
Umpires.
lege is the greatest gift it ever has Mealey and Brackett. Scorer Wins
low.
received.
Telegrams and friendly
• • ♦ ♦
greetings from neighbors and dis
Camden 3, St. George 2
tinguished people far and near recog
The Camden team crowded three
nized the anniversary of this fine old
‘Texas leaguers’’ into ttie second
preacher of Walnut Hill.
inning of 'Saturday’s game at Cam
den, and with the aid of an infleld
The attractive appearance of the misplay netted enough runs to win
Church World. Maine’s newest week the game to wit: three. St. George
ly, suggests that success will attend staged a vigorous hatting rally in the
the ambition of its promoters to sup seventh, hut fell one score short of
evening things up.
plement tWe secular papers of the
It was a very determined Camden
^ate by a publication addressed team which went onto the field Sat
to a more definite presentation of urday, and from start to finish the
"ecclesiastical details and principles boys gave every ounce that was in
them. Bennett was hit safely in only
which have little interest for the three innings, and he had first-class
majority of readers" of the secular support.
Poole, the St. George
press. The Church World is the only pitcher, was not so well favored in this
Maine newspaper representing the respect, and he gave way in the sixth
inning to Simmons, who was invinci
Catholics and its varied contents and ble. as he generally is.
typographical appearance suggest a
There were some outstanding feaDown Weekly
cordial welcome from adherents of
’2ft Pontiac Coupe ................. ... $166 $6.00
that faith. The character of thb sup
’29 Essex Sedan ....................... ... $220 $8.00
port given to that admirable daily, the
Christian Science Monitor, we shall
'29 Dodge Sedan, like new .. ... $230 $9.00
look to see also visited upon this
'28 Essex Coaches ................. ... $154 $6.00
Portland publication.
Chevrolet Coach ............... ... $ 70 $5.00

“Piccadilly
Gruuine Calfskin
Combination

F the shoes you are wearing are as
smartly styled, as finely made and
ns comfortable as Friendly Five Shoes,
you undoubtedly paid more for them
than the Friendly Five price. Near you
is a dealer who sells the “Piccadilly,”
and forty other styles of F riendly Fives
for the modest sum of five dollars a
pair. Worth looking into, isn't it?

I

You will arc this advertisement In the Satur
day Evening Post.
hove the “Piccadilly”
and forty Other smart Friendly Five styles. We
will he very glad to lit you.

Trade Mark

McLAIN SHOE STORE
Walk-Over Sign

Rockland

FRIENDLY TO THE
Jolfnston of Bangor and Emmet Red
Bryson, formerly of Boston but now
of Bangor where lie is under tlie
management of Eddie (Bow Tie)
Cormier. Janette made a hit at the
last show here when he went on in
an extra bout with Young Harry
Wills of Lewiston, stopping the
Spindle City Ace in the fourth round

FEET

ni a scheduled six round bout.
The supporting bill is unusually
brilliant with such bouts as Ch'et
Littlefield meeting Young Cogswell.
Joe Blake meeting George Lufkin
and Tiger Small in there with Harold
Jacobs in the curtain raiser.
Guarantee- first bout will start
at 8.35 and no delay between bouts.

OF GUARANTEED lEGOHDITIUHEe AUTOMOBILE

For 15 Days, July 23 to August 7, We Will Sell 63 Automobiles—

SALE NOW
GOING ON!

A Sale So Tremendous That It Will Shake The

Rafters Off The City Roof!

MURDER WILL OUT-SO LISTEN TO THE TRUTH

We are doing a record breaking new Hudson and Essex business—we are jammed—these automobiles must
be sold REGARDLESS OF PRICE. If you ever wanted an automobile, attend this sale—you will own one

WHITE

WHITE

ELEPHANTS

ELEPHANTS

This is your chance to get an automobile at the price and terms you want to pay

White Elephant Specials

White Elephant Specials
WEEK

Daily Service
(Including Sunday)

'2?

Senator Borah's physicians advise
him t' take a rest of two months, in
our opinion excellent advice. Mr.
Borah, after listening to them, takes
the opposite side. He would.

BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND
c/leamer

■Rehearsals of "The Old Peabody
Pew" to be presented in Hope early
in August are progressing satisfac
torily, under the able coaching of Mrs.
Hattie Davies. Mrs. Davies' services
are being tnueh appreciated, particu
larly as elie has to make tlie trip up
from her summer home at the beach
to conduct the almost daily rehearsals.
Tlie first rehearsal at Hope took place
yesterdrfv afternoon when was real
ized more fully than ever the ideal
setting of the little Hope Corner
Church with Its winged pews and
quaint interior. The presentation is
being sponsored by fhe Universalist
organ fund committee, with Mrs. E.
F. Glover in charge.
The rarest of all rare creatures is
the man who gets a lot of money
without letting a lot of money get
jjipi,—Parkersburg Sentinel,

Freight and Passenger Service
Sail on the ‘TAMDEN” or “BHUFA8T” any
day including Sunday, at 8 P. AI.. ^Standard
Time for IBoston. Connections at Boston with
direct steamer to New York. Steamer “J. T.
MORSE" leaves Rockland ". 15 A. M. Standard
Time Daily Including (Sunday for Bar Harbor
and Intermediate landings. Steamer SOT TH H»KT” leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M. Standard
Time iDail.v including Sunday for Brooklin and
intermediate landings.
Steamers ‘•BELFAST” or “CAMDEN” sail
daily including Sunday at 5 A. M. Standard
Time for (Camden, Belfast, Bucksport and
Bangor.
Reduced /Rates for automobiles accompanied
by passengers.

For reservations apply Wharf Office

EASTERN

stvumshlp lines

Studebaker Touring ....... ...
Chevrolets ........................... ...
Ford Sedans ........................ ....
Essex Coaches ................... ...
Essex Sedans ..................... ....
'27 Hudson Coach .................. ....

$ 40
$ 35
$ 35
$ 40
$ 75
$186

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$7.00

We iave every make in stock. We are not listing all of
them for the prices are so low they would mislead as to
their value. You must see them.

COME IN-LET
,

NO CASH DOWN!!
We will accept your car as down payment on many of these cars

OPEN UNTIL
9 P. M.
TWO STORES

US TELL YOU WHAT
$5.00 A WEEK WILL DO HERE

63 CARS-HURRY!
COME IN-LOOK AROUND

WARRANTY
We will guarantee any car purchased from us and will give a written guar
antee to this effect

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

ROCKLAND;
and BELFAST

OPEN UNTIL
9 P. M.
TWO STORES

1
Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Parker Merriam and William H.
Milligan have entered the employ of
the Sc^t View Garage in the sales
department.

July 23- Aioiiul Shakcspeara picnic.
July '21 (I to 17.30 p. TO.) Rose Festival at
Funeral services will be held this
Mrs. E. At. Lawrence’s. .Beech street.
afternoon at 3 o'clock at St. Peter’s
July SS—Boxing exhibition In Belfast.
July 30 Anuual fair of Ladles’ Aid M. E. Episcopal Church for Anastasia, wife

of Vasker L Naum.
Mrs. Naum
■Inly 30—Summer fair and supper elven by died Sunday night ut her. late home,
the Womans Auxiliary of St. Veter’s Church.
220 Main street.
Auk. 4-6—New Waterville Fair.

BOXING

Church, Rockport.

Auk. 3—Knox County 0. E. S. Field Day at
Penobscot View Grange hull.
Auk. 5—Special session of Legislature con
venes.
Auk. 6--Washington, at Grange hall, mid
summer sale of the Community and Guild.
Auk. 6 Rockport. Baptist MlAuummer fair.
Aug. 11 Al G. Barnes' eireuFln Rockland,
Aug. 13-14 New Belfast Fair.
a
Aug. 14—Owl's Head Church fair.
Auk. 13 Annual Field Day of Three-Quarter
Century Club at Waterville fair grounda.
[Nolo change In date.]
Auk. 30--Thomaston's fair.
Aug. 26-28- Hancock County Fair, Ells
worth.

William Powell has scored a dis
tinct hit at the Park in “The Shadow
of the Law," a picture well suited.to
the Powell style.
Another Billie
Dove picture Is due Wednesday and
Thursday, “Careers.”

Urgent matters will be brought up
at a special meeting of WinslowHolbrook Post Thursday night, in
cluding election of delegates to the
State encampment in Augusta, and
COMING REUNIONS
the making of plans for attending the
Auk 27-Hills fatplly at the Harvey Post national convention in Boston.
Ail
grove. North Warren.
who plan to make the latter trip are
urged to be present.
Mrs. John G. Snow Is entertaining
this evening Rt. sewing.
Virginia Mason of Front street was
at Knox Hospital yesterday receiv
Postmaster Edward R. Veazie is ing surgical treatment for cuts und
back at his desk, aftnr a vacation Of bruises received when she was
10 days.
knocked down near her home by an
auto driven by Mrs. Annie Dean of
Golden rod in blossom! And you Shaw avenue. Dr. North, in attend
know what that means, children. ance on the case, found the injuries
not serious.
Summer’s half gone.
A man who claims to represent the
Wayside Army has been soliciting in
this city and vicinity. The State
Public Welfare Department, informs
President McAlary of the Chamber of
Commerce that no permit has been
Commodore Southard Is expressing issued for such solicitation. Captain
the appreciation of the Yacht Club of Winsor of the Salvation Army says
a substantial check .received from the Wayside Army's charter has been
Donald Dodge of Rockport.
revoked in Massachusetts.

Opera House, Belfast

Lower Prices at Senter Crane’s

JULY 25
8.35 P. M.

Prices are coming down. We are taking advan
tage of the present conditions—marking our
own stock down with the market—buying many
special lots at way under regular prices. Shop
here this week.

MAIN BOUT
SIX 3-MINUTE ROUNDS

RED GRANGE

JERRY DUPREY

vs.

Bangor

Portland

These boys fought a draw at Bar Harbor four weeks ago.
Jerry is out for revenge

In the Bargain Basement

SEMI-FINALS

Shadow Janette

Red Riley

vs.

Bangor

Rayon Spreads

vs.

Pete Peterson

vs.

Joe Blake

Regular 2.98, Sale

$2.98

Regular 1.98, Sale

New Price oil
Unbleached Cotton

Regular 1.49, Sale

FOUR 2-MINUTE ROUNDS

George Lufkin

All Wool One-Piece Suits

All firsts

All colors

Chet Littlefield

Girls’ Bathing Suits

A spread you would expect to pay much more than
than 2.98 for

The black against the red
SIX 2-MINUTE ROUNDS

bast week’s prizewinnersr at Carr’s
bowling alleys: V. Norton 130, Gra
ham 120, F. Jacolbs 118, C. Winslow
114.

Thomas Fleming, upholsterer for
Fuller-Cobb-Davis, is home from
Bath where he has been plying his
vocation on a yacht the past fort
night.
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:Miss Gertrude N. Hupper, captain
FOUR 2-MINUTE ROUNDS
of Blue Iris Girl .Scout troop is to con
duct a Girl Scout camp at Tenant's
Harbor through the month of August.
A few ladies’ Bathing.Suits that were 4.50
Full details may be obtained by com
municating wilh Mrs. Nina Beverage,
reduced to
Sunrise 38 inch Unbleached
lias anybody seen a higher num; captain of Blue Bonnet troop of this
FOUR 2-MINUTE ROUNDS
bered motor car than the Illinois city, or writing directly to Miss
Studebaker sedan which visited Hupper at Tenant’s Harbor.
Rockland yesterday carrying the fig
Admission $1.50, $1.25, $1.00
Weekend visitors in the city were
ures 1,295.346 tore and aft.
Liston I*. Evans and his son Ora L.
Seats on sale at Bailey’s Candy Store
Penobscot Grange has work on the Evans, publishers of that old and well
known
weekly,
the
Piscataquis
Ob

first and second degrees Thursday
Guarantee the bouts starting on time with no delays
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
night. The program will consist of server, of Dover-Foxcroft, and long
1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------=5=
recognized
as
ono
of
the
high-grade
between
current events of local interest, fur
and representative country papers of
Al the Sij
MARY
ISABELLE
HENRY
of
ll
nished by the members.
WHITE ELEPHANTS
Maine. The Observer is truly a con
!: North Nation
B arik-i
temporary of The Courier-Gazette,
Mary 1. (McDonald), widow of
Patrolman Carl Christofterson is
for it entered Into existence in 1838.
Blaisdell Automobile Co. Capt. Joseph B. Henry, died Friday
having his annual vacation. Deputy which1 was eight years before the
at the home of her sister, Mrs. James
Marshal Walter J. Fernald, quite r®. Rockland paper began life.
• Will Hold Open House Donohue. Bark street, aged 74 years.
The
freshed by his stay at * Elwell s gentlemen were accompanied by their
i
FRIENDSHIP
The funeral services were held at St.
GOLF MATCHES
This Week
Point,” resumed his duties Sun wives and the party was entertained
James Catholic Church in Thomas
day.
at Crescent Beach Inn. leaving Sun n .
•
l rx.l
D ..
Mr. and Mrs. Alex. Smith motored
ton yesterday forenoon, tlie Interment
Blaisdell
Automobile
Co.,
local
Kotarians
and
Others
Busy
here
from
Q
Uincy
Saturday.
Mr.
day on their homeward motor journey
being in that town.
Hudson-Essex
representatives.
thi«
Charles L. Robinson is having his by way of Augusta.
The deceased was a native of
In Contests At the Coun- Smith returned home Monday and week inaugurates a sale of recondi
I 8 54_ A
annual vacation from Burpee &
/—i I
• Mrs. Smith will visit her parents Mr.
Thomaston, daughter of Donald and
tioned
automobiles.
“
Due
to
our
tre

Lamb's. He plans to attend as many
UT OIUD
! an(j jira> l g. Morton for several
The Al. G. Barnes circus which is
Mary (Cullen) McDonald. Her hus
mendous new car business,” said Mr.
as possible of the Twilight League scheduled to visit Rockland Aug. 11
weeks.
band died about +0 years ago, hut she
Hunt recently, “we now h'ave on hand
Saturday's medal play handicap
games, with his omnipresent um figured in a bad disaster In 'Moncton.
Mrs. May Stanley and Mrs. Hattie
continued to reside in Thomaston
the
finest
collection
of
high
grade
re

tournament
at
the
Country
Club
saw
N. U. Sunday w hen nine of its 28 cars
brella.
Springer are spending several weeks
until about ,20 years ago, when she
conditioned
cars
in
our
history.
There
If.
A.
.Buffum's
net
71
staging
tjiat
The Surplus and Profits of this Bank exceed its
were derailed and telescoped killing
on Sutton Island.
went to Massachusetts to reside with
are
just
63
of
these
cars,
each
one
golfer
for
the
second
time
this
sea

Messrs.
Clarence Benner
and
her sons, whose home was first in
Samuel Rogers, Robert Irving. four circus roustabouts and a cripple
overhauled, painted and some with
Capital. It therefor occupise a distinguished placo
Somerville and later in Winchester
Merle Pierce and Adelbert Walker, ,who was hooking a ride. Among Ihe son's winner, though William Wood s George Martin and children of Wal
t
new tires. A written warranty will
Mass. She was a devoted member of
members of the local force of C. Jf. cars damaged were those containing 72 and Fred Dyer's 73 pressed him doboro wore Sunday visitors at It. It.
accompany every ear that goes out St. James Church, and while a quiet
on the Roll of Honor. This Roll of Honor Bank
Rice Co., motored to iBangor Saturday the electric power plant, t'he cooking pretty closely. The field was smaller Thompson's
an(,' j,rs A o uhllu Roger of our shop. We have put a lot of and retiring disposition had a large
where they attended the company's apparatus for the circus employes than usual owing to the cup contest
invites your account and banking business.
and those carrying tents and wagons. carried in which Kotarians of Cam Vhlitz and Mr. and Mrs. Harry work into these ears and I believe circle of friends to whom her pass
annual field day Sunday.
So much of the paraphernalia was den and Itockland were engaged. The Fhlitz and son Roger of New York itfeU' anyone who wants a good ear ing brought much sorrow.
Wwill find just the automobile that will
scores:
Mrs. Henry is survived by two sons.
city have been occupying It. it.
Camden play* Rockland at Com wrecked that circus offlcifils were
please h'im at this sale.”
. 94-23- 71
II. A. P'ifTum ...............
forced
to
call
off
the
scheduled
per

Clarence 3. and Walter J. (Henry,
munity Park tonight and will en
82
1072!
Wm
Wood
...................
As
a
special
feature
of
this
event
. 86 - 13-73 i two weeks leaving Friday for the Mr. Hunt is offering a five days’ trial who have won success in Boston as
deavor to pull Captain Jones’ team formance at Charlottetown, I’. E. f. F <". Dyer .....................
. b4 lit 71 1 White Mountains on their return
building contractors under the corpo
out of the lead. The boys are playing Jack Austin, representing Advertising
period on any car purchased. In the
. UU 2»-7«! home.
Z M Dwinal ...............
ration name of C. 3. Henry Co.; one
good ball. And as for that third basd, Car No. 2 was in Rockland yesterday A C Junes ................
92— 1 ‘ 77
♦•vent
that
the
purchaser
is
not
en

and received a telegram which indi W D Fuller
brother. Charles E. McDonald of
Earle Wincapaw is at hbme after
. u» c 2«: 771
bleacher section, oh, boy!
cated a possible change in the Rock I I. Brewater .............
D»2 22 *'• being in the employ of Capt. Dodge tirely satisfied, he may return the Thomaston: two sisters. 'Mrs. James
. 93 12 81 lor several weeks on the Consolidated car and have his investment credited Donahue and Miss Abbie McDonald
land date. Mr. Austin was very posi K 11 Veazie
103—23-83
Announcement is made on page tive. however, that there would be no W It ‘Rhodes............
toward the purchase of another ear of Rockland; and live grandchildren.
J
lobster smack.
L. E. Mi Rae. no card
one of this paper of the big summer cancellation. The Barnes circus is a Standish
of equal or higher value.
Perry, no card
Katherine I... Mary Jean. Donald.
Mrs.
Small
is
housekeeper
for
Eu

race to be staged August 6-7 at Knox five-ring affair carrying 533 people.
Liberal terms no cash down will be
♦ * * *
Clarence and Florence Henry ot Win
gene Clark.
Trotting Park. There will be purses
arranged so that purchasers may ex
In the first Saturday's play between
chester.
Mrs.
Luther
Clark
of
Thomaston
I
aggregating $2000 tor the six classes
tend their payments ov.er a consider
Cap’. Oeorge W. Snow and E. Call the Rotary Clubs saw 'Rockland win ’’•‘is in town Saturday.
The funeral service# were con
and a remarkably fine field of Worses Moran were the joint speakers at
able period of time to suit their con ducted by Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn.
ning by 11 points to Camden's seven.
will compete.
venience.
yesterday’s meeting of the Forty Nassau scoring.
The bearers were T. E. McInnis. Eu
LAWRY
“This sale affords a splendid oppor gene Harrington, William Cullen,
Club and a thoroughly enjoyable ses
Wotton beat Chandler 2-1; Ladd
tunity for prospective motor car own Charles McDonald, Arthur Henry
Rev. Felix Powell of West Rox sion resul'ed. Capt. Snow, an in beat Perry 3-0; McLoon beat Dwinal
The farmers of this section are ers to purchase a really high grade
bury, Mass., who has conducted rq# active memh°r of the cliffi and Roek- 2^-Vi: ’Foss lost to Brewster ,%-2%
and Edward Keating.
car in first class condition at a small
vivai service* in this city and iand's pioneer in aviation, told of the Rounds lost to Stevenson 0-3; Robin most through haying.
Carrie Cummings of Nobleboro i outlay,” stated Mr. Hunt. During
vicinity, has been appointed to the remarkable development of flying in son beat Matthews 3-0.
CRUISER NOT COMING
visiting her sister Mrs. Z. E. Lawry. j the sale salesrooms in Rockland and
pastorate of the Methodist Church in the south and described aclual ex
Total—Rockland 11. Camden 7.
Ttaeron
Miller
is
home
from
Boston.
|
Belfast
will
be
open
every
evening
perience
of
one
of
his
regular
trips.
JJeffast.
The vacancy there kvas
Figures of the matches CrockettSalt Lake City Was To Have Been At
caused By the resignation of Rev. Miami to San Juan. His hearers Stevenson and Fuller-Mann which where hie is a student at the Bentley until 9 o’clock to provide ample time
Camden Regatta; Goes to Bar Har
School
and
is
employed
at
the
store
for
all
to
inspect
the
various
models
Oscar G. Barnard who has taken a were much impressed especially with are being played today will be added
bor
of
R.
L.
Thompson
at
the
village.
on
display.
—
adv.
•
position with the newly organized the elaborate scientific safety precau to the above.
At the request of Senator Hale of
Mrs.
B.
P.
Miller
is
driving
a
new
Waldo County Rural Parish Associ tions which produce an average of
Maine, chairman of the Senate Naval
Now
’
would
be
a
good
time
for
the
TV
illys
six
sedan.
99.6% trips completed and in safety.
ation.
Affairs committee, the cruiser Salt
HIS “DOLLAR DAYS”
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Mason of, Roumanian golf title to be taken over Lake City, which was assigned to
Mr. Moran chose the matter of high
by
our
Friend
Bobbu
Jonescu.
—
Ar

Round
Pond
were
at
Roy
Benner
’
s
visit Camden for the regatta this week
Rockland had only a brief taste of ways for discussion, championing the
kansas Gazette.
Sunday.
will be sent to Jter Harbor for the
the big wind which did so much cause of universal concrete construc Judge Miller Puts New Sys
Mrs.
Sadie
Hazelton
of
Conway.
X.
tennis tournament the week of Aug. 4.
damage through the central part of tion on all main travelled highways.
tem
In
Vogue
For
Infrac

n„
is
visiting
her
daughter
Mrs.
Le

The Sait Lake City was originally
the State late Saturday night. The He even suggested building Routes
roy
Benner.
Miss
Pauline
and
Master
tions of Auto Laws
I detailed to Camden at the request of
cyclone came without warning and 1 and 2 In a single year, thus saving
Linwood
Jackson
also
of
Conway
arc
Senator Hale, after Senator Ifwlnal
remained about half an hour, leav huge suhis In maintenance changes.
Judge Frank B. Miller established a spending the school vacation with
had asked that a ship he sent to Cam
ing streets and doorway strewn He would finance the program with
their
mother
Mrs.
Benner.
a tremendous bond issue. Too he system of “dollar days” in Rockland
den for the regatta. Later Mr. Dwinal
with limbs, and other debris. The
Mrs. Estelle Poland is visiting her ;
espoused the proposition of complet Municipal Court yesterday. and the
informed Hale that the regatta com
inmates of George A. Tarr’s store on
daughter
Mrs.
Lizzie
Miller.
ing all highway construction prior lo first person to fall a victim of them
mittee had decided that there would
South Main street got a bad scare
Miss Annie Genthner of Waldoboro 1
June 15. A. C. McLoon. Maurice was Walter E. Colson charged with
not tnT'foom for the cHliser and the
HIGHEST QUALITY—ABSOLUTELY FRESH
when a generous section of a , ig Lovejoy and Pete Moran were guests.
operating a motor vehicle while in is visiting at the home of h'er aunt |
regatta too, so Hale cancelled the de
tree fell athwart the doorway.
The club looked with favor upon the toxicated. He pleaded “not guilty.” Mrs. C. L. Collamore.
tail.
Motorists who were abroad when the matter of the coming of the U. S.
Thomas Delano and fam’ily of
but was sentenced to three months
gule was at Its height say that it Army Band Nov. 5.
in jail and to pay costs of court Georges Island were at home over the
BORN
was an uncanny situation. The air
MiK.tniAiNP Al IXfK Harbor. Ini' 18. In
amounting to $18.47. The sentence weekend. Mr. Delano has a new Ford
•seemed full of leaves, twigs, bios
Mr and Mrs M F Jlot'arlaiol (Theilcss.
Ideal weather favored the annual calls for an additional day in jail for sedan.
Witherspoon of Cushing), s daughter.
some, limbs and dust.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Burns of
picnic of the 11. B. & C. (). Berry each dollar of the costs remaining
employees, held over the weekend at unpaid.
Similar disposition was South Waldoboro were calling on
married
Knox County' baseball fans who Holiday Beach. The group. 32 strong, made of the case against John Fors- relatives in this place Sunday.
BKIHhJVIST-l’AfiB At the Baptist paraonMrs. Clayton Simmons has employ
WHOLESALE PRODUCE
journeyed to Togus Sunday to see the motored to the beach after closing berg of St. George charged with the
aKe, Tenant's figrbor, July
.by Her. V. At
Barton John fi 8crg#vlst and Carrie K.
game between Togus and the Phila Saturday night and were quartered same offense, the costs being $35.96. ment at the Woolock Cottage (in
Page,
loth
of
fit.
George.
delphia Giants were much disappoint in the huge “store” tent In front of Both men appealed. Colson was rep Brown's Island.
Tillson Ave.
Rockland
Tels. 1235—1236
Mrs. Jennie Simmons is at the
ed in the showing of the latter team M. B. Perry's cottage. After more or resented by Attorney Tirrell.
DIED
Only $90 Complete
» ♦ » •
home of Mrs. A. K. Simmons.
because It was in such decided con less sleep thfe group set sail at 4
GARDNER- At 81- fieorge, duly I#. Weston
S«-8S
Mrs. Alice Sifmons and two chil
trast to the gome which the colored o'clock Sunday morning in the
Edwin E. Witham of Rockland was
H Gardner, aged il tears. 11 months. 6
boys played there three weeks ago. Schooner William H. Jewell for fined $2 and costs for disregarding a dren of the village spent Sunday at
days.
ANDREWS Al Baugor. July 18. Willard An
The fact that a ruiblier game is bein Junker's Ledge where fishing was the “stop” sign. This was the first prose the home of her aunt Mrs. Irven De
drews. aged 71 years, 8 months. 2 days.
arranged perhaps explains the Giant
order of the day. Dinner was served cution resulting from the municipal lano.
Burial at Warren.
Leland Delano of the village was a
seeming indifference to the loss <f ’under the capable direction of Wil legislation. The city ordinance re
ialdohortL July J!».
visitor
Monday
’
at
the
home
of
Ven
this contest, in justice to Togus, liam Weed with boiled lobster, chick- quires a fine of from $1 to $5.
Creamer, widow «»f Alnert 'Feyler, aged 71
Simmons.
*
*
*
*
years.
'Funeral
aervWos fl’uesday at 2
ep,
ham
u4nl
cheese
sandwiches,
however, It should be said that tl)«
o'clock, standard, at her late residence.
Perley Benner and family of Dam- !
Egbert House of Rockland was
Home team played Al ball behind its cookies, ice cream and watermelon on
Interment in Rural cemetery.
Fordham pitcher. — Next Sunday- the menu. Candy, cigars and ciga lined $10 and costs for driving his aiiscotta spent the weekend at the |
SCULLY At Rockland, July 18. infant child j
A new type mechanical
game at Togus will be with Guilford rettes followed, "file homeward trip brother's automobile without the home of Mrs. J. F. Winchenbach.
of Mr. and (Airs. James Scully. Burial in
Roy
Benner
and
family
took
a
mo

Thomaston.
A. A. and on t'he following Sunday from the fishing ground was marked latter's consent, and with no license.
refrigerator that makes
•
•
*
•
BROWN-At
Camden. July 21. Sidney F
torboat
ride
to
Georges
Island
Mon

with the House of David, the l>e- with' a spanking breeze. The after
Brown, aged H8 ilars. 2 months, 4 days
cold and ice from heat
Williqm/Lethaen of St. George paid day.
whiskered team which is known from noon was devoted tq an impromptu
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from 111
Paul Simmons of Friendship has
bail game between thq counters witli a line of ilO and costs for operating
Maple street, K’aradcn.
coast to coast.
no casualties unless one mentions the a motor vehicle not properly equipped employment on the farm of the hat Requires No. Gas
BUCHANAN At Camdeu. July 22. Harry P
Buchanan, aged *64 years.
Leonard
Wincapaw.
Your rug problems can he settled lost sheep who appeared two hours with lights.
• » * ♦
No Electricity
RING—At Matinicus, July '5. ■Charles II. King.:
Mr. and Mrs. D. ,S. Wallace of this
with satisfaction guaranteed by call after the lqht guest had departed.
aged 70 years, 2 months, 17 days.
Frank E. Dyer of Camden was fined place is making an extended visit
Ing The People's Laundry. LimerocR Everyone knows him now as a goi d
Only 2c a Day
ROLFE- At Alone, July IIP. Ida Alarle, dauch .
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo yeur sleeper as well as a good Walker. $10 and costs for improper registra with relatives in Boston. Mr. Wallac
ter of (Mi*, and Mrs. Ixtruy E. iRolfe, aged 8
is in ill health.
One Gallon Pail,
$4.50
rugs and return them promptly like Peter Peppeeello of Owl's Head was a tion of an automobile.
months, 1 dv-.,
To Run
special guest and easily won the run
HARIjOW At South Thomaston. -Inly 19.
new.
124-tf
One Gallon Oil,
1.50
Alma
iE..
widow
of
Silas
A.
Harlow,
aged
Preserves
food.
Saves
food
waste.
ning broad smile contest. The Jolly
76 years, 7 months. 17 days. Funeral 2 '
Protects health.
The freezing
group broke up shortly after 5 o'clock
p.
ni.
standard,
today.
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
and plans for next year are vieing
unit is renewed dally by heat.
BEAiN — At -Owl’s Bead, July 21, Elitlia F. I
Two Gallons Paint,
$6.00
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu with reminiscences of the 1930 event
Never gets out of order op needs
{Calderwood 1, widow of Benjamin B. Bean, |
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises for conversational supremacy at
aged
<8*
yeArs.
Private
funeral
.services
at
servicing.
Simple—and econo
This paint has been sold and used by us for
residence of her son, Blanchard Jt. Smith.!
when
Foodland and at the coal plant.
mical. Lowest in first cost and
A delicious Chocolate Confection, made fresh here.
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Please
more than 35 years, and its reliability is shown
o'fnit flowers.
lowest in up-keep cost. Investi
METHYL BALM
See Our Windows This Week
gate. Have fresh, pure foods all ! XAfM At Rockland, July 20, Anastasia
by
repeat orders.
LINCOLNVILLE
will bring almost instant relief?
wife of Vesker Naum, aged 24 years.
summer and ice cold drinks. i Tashko,
2 months, 5 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2
A scientifically compounded ex
Asik for demonstration.
I o’clock from Burpee parlors.
Mrs. Galen W. Flanders of WaterHOUSE PAINTING AND DECORATING
ternal application that ehould be
WATTS At. Boston. July 21. William Watts,
town. Mass., accompanied by her
formerly
of
'Rockland.
in every home. Sold only at
G. A. TARR
daughter, Miss Anita, is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel S. Pray at Lincoln
CARD OF THANKS
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Johnston’s Drugstore
ville pleach. Mr. Flanders will join
I wish to vxpreas pij sincere thanks to my
n PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
many
friends
for friut, flowers, letters and
Local Distributor
them there later in the season after
cards sent to me dining my stay at StateIStreet
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
305 Main Street
.
Rockland, Me.
concluding a summer course at the
CONFECTIONERS
Hospital.
Tel. 232-W or 614-M
75 cents
Havard School of Business Adminis
ROCKLAND
Mrs.
Fannie
Freeman
OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM
85-87
87- T-tf
S2tf
Gushing
tration.

Tiger Small

vs.

Young Jacobs

$3.98

7c

North
National \
Bank <•

Deposit With This
Roll of Honor Bank

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

FRESH

Every Morning

Our Produce Is Fresh From the Garden
Every Morning

See This
Amazing

FRUITS AND FANCY VEGETABLES

Hanley & Brown

CROSLEY
ICYBALL
Refrigerator

PAINT

MONARCH, f00% PURE
MASURY’S, 100% PURE

MASURY’S R. R. PAINT

SNOWBALLS
49c lb.

CHISHOLM BROS.

John A. Karl & Co.

t
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two weeks with Capt. and Mrs. Mel
Certainly timehas dealt kindly with
FRIENDSHIP
vin Lawry.
them and they are greatly enjoying
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dutch of Bel their visit ait their old home town,
The Camp Wapello boys were hos'ts
Mr.
and
Mrs.
David
Wallace
of
fast spent ISunday at the home of renewing old acquaintances.
to Camp Dedomak Friday.
Lawry
are
visiting
their
son
Oscar
i
Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jackson.
H. J. Autio is convalescing fa
Miss Ruth Flinton of Rockland
Miss Mae Barry otf Newton, Mass., spent the weekend with Miss Ruth in Dorchester, Mass.
vorably at the State Street Hospital.
Mrs.
Burton
W.
Clark
of
Port
Clyde
’
arrived Friday for a visit with the Humphrey, Beech street.
Portland, after a serious appendi
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur A.
Everetts at their camp on Spear
citis operation.
A. W. Fields ,-,f isieatM ro
■ sit M orse.
street.
F. D. Armstrong and Norman
ing his daughter, Mrs. Fred W.
Capt. Almon Wallace made four1
'Miss Solvig Heistad Is attending Shfbles.
Southworth of Boston spent the
Camp Holton, a summer camp for . Herbert Thorndike and mother trips last week to Portland with lob weekend with their families here.
sters.
girls, at Naples.
Raymond Carter of Boston is
and Mrs. George Thorndike and son
Mrs. Effie .Salisbury, with Mr. and James who have been guests at the! Mrs. Almon M. Wallace and Mias visiting his mother. Mrs. Jane Carter.
Mrs. Frank iSali9bury, spent Sunday Thorndike homestead the past week Flora Wallace have been guests of j Andreas Ha riel, Jr., of West New
with her son John ait his camp at returned Monday morning to their Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Simmons in 1 ton is passing his vacation with his
Lewiston.
Hobbs' Pond.
family here.
' home at Marblehead. Mass.
Mr. and Mis. Robert Muther, Miss
•Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Weidman are
Mis. C. Gilbert and daughter o-f
Mrs.
Edgar
Smith
returned
last
Barbara
Muther
and
Mrs.
Frances
f
guests for a week otf his niece, Miss
Brookline have been visiting Mr.'.
’
week
from
a
ttwo
weeks'
visit
in
Bird
motored
to
Union
Friday.
Marion Weidman at her home on
Flora Cook.
[ Massachusetts.
She was aecomMrs. Kenneth K. Stowell returned
Central street.
Mrs. Elizabeth -Scott has returned
'
ptanied
Iby
her
son
Atwood
and
here
Saturday
after
a
motor
trip
to
IMiss Ellen Wolti who has been a
to her home in Huntington, W. Va..
daughter.
Mrs.
Fritz
Sjogrens,
who
Bronxville.
N.
Y.
guest the past week of Miss Gudrun
after a visit with her parents, Mr.
Heistad. returned Sunday to her home will remain with her for a short time.' (Mrs. Edgar Bosworth has returned and Mrs. W. L. Tompkins.
Knox County Field Day Associ- ' from a short trip to Holyoke.
ait Lebanon, N. H,
Mrs. George Creighton and Miss
Mrs. Frank R. Breath of Chelsea is *
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ingraham of ation meets at Penobscot View
Bessie Creighton of Lynn are visiting
Port Townsend, Wash., having ben Grange hall. Glencove, Aug. 5. Busi guest of Mrs. Arthur B. Keenan at relatives and friends in town.
away from their old home in Rock ness meeting at 3.30, picnic supper Marlin's Point.
Corinne Griffiths in "Lilies of the
Willard Wallace is seriously ill at Field*’ will be the feature picture at
port for nearly 20 years, are now at 6 o'clock, daylight, with music at
taking a pleasure trip. After spend the evening session. Members are the Massachusetts Eye & Ear In the Playhouse July 23.
ing two weeks at San Diego, Calif., asked to provide dishes. Coffee will firmary, Boston.
WHEN L\ BOSTON—Kenicuioer Mat > u
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Shirreffs
they started lor Maine, arriving in be furnished iby the association. It
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
Brockport last week where they are is hoped tha: Harbor Light Chapter and family have returned to their the home news, at the Old South News Agency
home in Wollaston after spending Washington St., next Old South Church
now visiting relatives and' friends. will send a good delegation.

ROCKPORT

“A TRAGIC MISTAKE”

Decorators Not to Be
Bound by Convention

Methodist Board Warns That “‘Mor
row Fer President” Would Mean
That To Republicans

The Cretan decorators did not
scruple to depart from a literal In
terpretation of nature if by so doini they could achieve more satis
fy Ing decorative effects.
If a monkey witli a blue bend
suited their purpose better than a
realistic monkey they showed no
hesitancy lu altering IL This Is
the decorator’s privilege, a sort of
artistic license that has been taken
by artists from those ancient
times to the present.
Do not think that curious draw
ings and distortions are the prod
uct of amateurish hands. The Cre
tan deeorutors did not alter the
apparent forms because they could
not draw them correctly. It wus
done deliberately, to suit their
scheme of decoration. Sometimes
a naturalistic treatment of flow
ers und ferns was used.
When they liked they could give
realistic interpretation and at other
times conventionalize their sub
jects. When It suited their pur
pose they put In colors that na
ture never uses In such places.
These Cretan decorators were
great craftsmen aud artists. Their
designs are studied by artists to
day.

The Methodist Board of Temper
ance, Prohibition and Public Morals
h
issued a warning to the Republi
can Party thtet nomination of Dwight
YV. Morrow for the Presidency In 1932
would be a “tragic mistake’’ resulting
in overwhelming defeat.
Ambassador Morrow, after declar
ing for repeal of the 18th Amendment,
recently won a one-sided victory in
th»* three-cornered race for the Re
publican senatorial nomination of
New Jersey.
Referring to this, the board aaserti ed in its weekly clipsheet: "There is
more than a little reason to suspect
that half of those constituting his
majority were, in fact, voting for
Lindy and the other half for Anne.
For Mr. Morrow personally, much
must be said. But if the Republican
1’artv ever advances him to national
leadership, it will pay the price of
defeat. for Mr. Morrow failed to
realize that it is better to be right
than to be Senator.”

Not an Easy Matter
to Tell Deer’s Age
It Is-Impossible, says the United
States biological survey, to tell the
age of the deer tribe by the num
ber of points on the antlers. There
is a popular notion that every time
a deer sheds its horns—which is
once a year—tlie horn grows out
with an extra point
In a gen
eral way this Is true.
But the
growth of the antlers Is dependent
on a number of circumstances, not
ably the general physical condi
tion of the animal and its vitality.
As a rule the horns begin as single
points and Increase In size und
number of points up to whatever
may be the maximum, but the in
crease In size in several years may
not be strictly progressive.
As
the animal becomes old there is
a tendency for the horns to be
smaller with fewer points. A point
Is an Individual tine or snag of the
antlers.
A deer with one point
on each side is called a two-point
deer; one with two points on each
side, a four-point deer, and so on.
The reindeer differs from all other
deer In that the female of the spe
cies also have horns.

Appa.'ac/u'an Explorers

i
I
j
j
i

In 1718 Spotswood organized the
first exploration party to venture
Into the Appalachian mountains.
This party consisted of Spot*
wood’s personal friends, Indian
guides and servants. There were
In all about fifty people. We find
mentioned the following gentle
men who accompanied Spotswood:
John Fontaine, Robert Beverly,
Colonel Robertson, Doctor Roblnson, Austin Smith, Captain Clouder, and four men named, respec
tively, Taylor, Todd, Muson and
Brooke. Each gentleman wore a
small golden horseshoe. This em
blem was to record the fact “that
the horses on this expedition were
shod with iron shoes, which were
quite unnecessary In the sandy soil
of the tide-water countries, but
which were deemed essential for
the stony passages of the moun
tains." The motto adopted was,
"Sic Jnvat transcendere montes."
Only those were eligible In the fu
ture who could prove that they
had drunk the health of George
the First, then king of England, on
the top of Mount George.

First Subway Lines
The first city In the world to feel
the need of subwnys was London,
where, In 1853, there was begun
the construction ot a two-track un
derground road from Edgeware to
King’s Cross. No mention Is
made as to the Inventor. There
were many disadvantages In the
first type of subway, and It was
not until 1886 that any further at
tempt was made to construct a
subway Una In that year the
late J. H. Qreathead, an eminent
English engineer, designed a rail
road circular In section, lined with
cast iron. It was first Intended to
operate with a cable, but before
completed It was found It could
be successfully operated with elec
tricity.

THE NEW

Sfcoui/iegan’a Fame

LONGER-LASTING, "CRACK-PROOF”
HE Texas Company again demon

T

combined in any onesinglelubricant.That

strates its leadership in the petroleum

motor oil is ready for you today. It is

field with the introduction of a vastly

the newTexaco—longer-lasting and craek-

superior, new product—a motor oil that

proof. Road tests—laboratory tests have

lasts longer—that is crack-proof—a motor

proved it.

oil that meets exactly every requirement

First Golf Club

of the high speed automobile engine of

Available in all our 48 States

today! This new oil revolutionizes lubri

Fill your crankcase with this new crack-

cation values as completely as the new and

hetterTexacoGasoline, the original "dry”
gas, revolutionized motor fuels in the
Spring of 1926.

Aii Oil Without Precedent
There have been oils that gave remark

able mileage. There have been oils that

That quaint old town In Maine
known as Skowhegan makes a bid
for fame by claiming to have a
hand-made wagon one hundred and
five years of age, In use for nearly
all that time, being the first wagon
brought Into that part of the state.
It was built along the lines of the
old Conestoga high wagons famil
iar through the central part of the
country when the old National pike
was the one great and only high
way to the West It haa wooden
axles and a set of heavy leather
springs under the bed. It shows
traces of much wear but has been
kept well painted and has attract
ed much attention.

proof motor oil today. It will more than

pay you, not only in greater value for
your lubrication dollar but for your car

dollar as well. It is manufactured in five
grades: C, D, E, F, and G, corresponding
in body to Society of Automotive Engi

neers (S. A. E.) viscosity ratings. 30^ a
quart everywhere (35^ for grade G).

Robert Lockhnrd of Dunfermline,
Scotland, In 1888 tried to play golf
tn Central park, New York, and was
arrested as a result. John Reid,
his friend, and he later went to
Yonkers and eventually organized
the first golf club In America. Four
hundred years before that It was
getting established In Scotland as
a national sport, but encountered
parliamentary opposition nnd efi forts to legislate It out of existence
also.

OW Stuff
Hindus at Mysore, India, during
a religious festival, bowed down
before an automobile Instead of an
elephant. A lot of white men have
beaten them to It.—Minneapolis
Journal.

Kiddies’ Evening
Story

. MAIN

By MARY GRAHAM BONNER
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WALK-OVER

Wandering
David walked right into Russia.
And he walked and he walked and
he walked. He wandered up north
but stopped when it became too
cold and came south again as he
hadn’t wanted to follow the sign
he had seen which had said, “This
way to the frozen belt near the Arc
tic Ocean."
He walked through forests and
once he thought he saw a wolf. He
came to a part then where rye and
oats were growing and then fur
ther south where there was a great
deal of wheat. He walked on.
keeping south but turning some
what toward the east until he
came to tbe dry plains which he
noticed were called the Steppes.
He had never known before what
wus meant by Russian Steppes.
Certainly he had never expected
them to be no more than treeless
plains with some grass upon them
where horses and cattle were graz
ing. He noticed that the Caucasus
Mountains were rising from the
Steppes, and Compass came along
to tell him that tlie Caspian Sea

IF YOUR feet trouble you...
Main Spring* Arch. If you
have no foot troubles ...
again . . . Main Spring Arch.
It is insurance against foot
troubles and foot fatigue.
Let us show you.

McLAIN
SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
At The Brook
ItTtf
•Reg. U. S. Pet. Off.

gSfrforfr epery grape
Memorials
Embody eecred memorial. They
are the evidence of loving
thoughtfulneea.

"David's Supper.”

was nearby but that the ocean was
far off, and that the Steppes got
little rain.
He felt he had never walked so
much. Compass had gone off again.
He was feeling very, very tired.
Hig legs ached. Even though the
Magic Map made countries easy for
traveling Russin was so huge In
proportion to the others that he
was exhausted and he was ready
to fall asleep.
Just before he was about to
close his eyes he noticed a picnic
spread before him with the words
"David’s Supper” upon a little
card.
He had a dish of cabbage soup
and some bread, and tea with sugar
and lemon which he drank out of
a glass.
His meal refreshed him so he
wandered a little more, passing by
great rivers and hearing Map peo
ple singing along a river which he
passed again and again called the
Volga.
In the morning when he awoke
after a long, heavy sleep, Geo was
sitting by him.
“Isn’t It a huge country?” David
asked, as he sleepily opened his
eyes. He bathed in a river nearby
and then had eggs and milk, and
a bread-like cake for breakfast.
"Russia’s a great country,” Geo
said. “I’ve always felt one could
stretch one’s legs In Russia—hut
speaking of stretching, how Russia
can stretch!
She stretches east
ward from Central Europe right to
the Ural Mountains, and that’s no
small stretch.
"Of cougse ns we’re always say
ing. you haven’t time to see every
thing, and so many cities and towns
and rivers and mountains and val
leys you must miss, but the Black
Sea Is very eager you should call
there. It’s Just south of this huge
country, and maybe you’d like to go
there now?”
"Is it really a Black Sea?” David
asked.
"Yes, Its water Is very dark," Geo
answered. “Would you like to go
there?”
It pleased David to have no less
a personage than Geo Graphy ask
him If he would "like” to call on
the Black Sea. That showed Geo
was not in the book now. He didn’t
Insist on anything.
So further south David wandered
until he came to the end of Russia,
and there he saw an enormous, dark
body of water.

Skilled in the craft of memorial
making, we are reedy to serve
yaur avary need.

Wm. E. Dorn&n & Son,

Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.
»4Ttf

SADDLE HORSES

We have on hand several head
of sound, stylish and well broken
saddle horses. These horses are
not discarded riding school hacks
but young horses, stylish and re
liable. Morgan and thoroughbred
blood lines. We guarantee our
horses as represented. Costs noth
ing to look them over. Also breed
ers of registered Percherons and
Guernsey cattle. Come and took
these saddle horses over. They
will please you.
RAY BUSHNELL
Corinna. Ms.

Phone 19-15

77*98

SIMON K. HART
MONUMENTS
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
«Ttf

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Price
No lot too large; none too email

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or write, care of

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Reference; Any Poultry Raleer
111-tf

It was the Black Sea.

t®. 1930. Western Newspaper Union.)

Scissors for Kitchen

Keep a pair of scissors In tbe
kitchen. They can be scalded and
dried around the stove and kept
sanitary. Use them to shred let
tuce, cut fruit for salads, cut bacon
for scrambling, dip In hot water and
cut marshmallows, cut celery for
salads, etc. You will be surprised
how useful they are.
Where Daddy Bought Mummie

Mother was taking Bobby shop
ping; they stood before a window
showing gowns on lovely young
women In wax.
"Mummie," exclaimed Bobby, “Is
this where Daddy bought you?”
Incomplete Without Him

Mother—Well, Nellie, Is your doll
kitchen completely furnished now?

Nellie—No, Mamma, I still need
a policeman for the cook.—Vancou
ver Province.
Not All Profit

Teacher—Johnny, If I buy a pair
of shoes for $4.87 and sell them for
$9.50, do I make money?
Johnny—Well, you make on the
dollars, but you lose on the cents.
On the Surface

An old fossil has been unearthed
In Florida. As if you had to dig
to discover old fossils!—Cincinnati
Enquirer.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450 ;
781-1

AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

, Yeleohenee 1298: Residence 2SS-M

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Dentist
302 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Telephone 915-M

flowed freely at zero. There have been

oils that kept your engine completely free
of wax and carbon troubles. But—never
until now have all these advantages been
O WM, Th. Tex.. Compuy

THE

TEXAS

COMPANY

Kefinm of a complete line of Texaco Petroleum Produrts
including Gasoline, Motor Oil, Industrial Lubricants, Rail
road and Marine Lubricants, Farm Lubricants, Road Asphalts
and Asphalt Roofing.

<

With the price of books eut in half,
Yim are more likely to fail in your
carter from acquiring the habit of you lose only half as much wht?n a _____________________________ 83tf
drinking liquor than from any of the friend says: "I’ll return it In a few
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
other temptations likely to assail you. days.”—Chattanooga Times.
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
I have known of hut few exceptions
to the rule.—Andrew Carnegie.
New York columnist says in an
Osteopathic
Physician
other hundred years Americans will
By Appointment—Tel. 13#
It is also true, in the long run. that have forgotten how to walk. But their
Graduate of American School ot ,
rolling bones gather no moss.—Pub knowledge of jumping will make up
for It.—Florida Times-Union.
Osteopathy
’
lishers’ Syndicate.

£very-Otker-Day
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RADIO PROGRAMS
PACED EXACTLY
AS RACE HORSES

ON A TRIP WEST

“NO WONDER" HE SAYS

Snakes Filled Callie’s
Path

Former Port Clyde Woman
Tells

of

Journey

From

By LILLIACE MITCHELL

New York To Dawson

The Dawson (IMinn.) Sentinel
prints the narrative of a boat trip
Reactions of Audience De made
hy Mrs. Fred B. Balano from
pend Largely on
New York to her former home in the
northwest. The family of Capt. Fred
Tempo.
B. IBalano formerly resided in Port
Clyde. 'Mrs. IBalano, (daughter of
Did It ever occur to you that ra Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Moulton of Daw
dio programs are as cardfully son) writes from the present home
‘■paced" as is any million dollar at 80 Conyingham avenue, West New
race horse and that your reaction Brighton, Staten Island. N. Y.. and
to a cetrain program.—whether you tells of her trip in the following words:
• • • *
like It or not—depends largely on
Residents of 'New York City and
the way Its tempo has been 6et?
Some programs are slow and other east coast ports are apt to
dreamy, others fast and snappy—full believe that all the business In the
of “pep.” Some listeners prefer world moves through that city, espe
cially all tlie shipping. It is difficult
theirs filled with tbe classics and to realize that New York has the
dial accordingly. Others like a pro liners -and passenger ships; Baltl
gram brim full with popular, swing more and Philadelphia export a great
ing rhythms of the day—hot off the deal of grain, manufactured iron and
griddle of tin-pan alley.
steel, machinery and other raw ma
In the latter class we have the terials; and other ports handle their
Chase and Sanborn Choral Orches distinctive products.
When we sail westward we are
tra program which Is predominant
ly pitched to a fast tempo and yet first impressed with ithe ‘sizfc and
has breathing spaces in the form of extent of products handled at that
popular classics that reflect the lan I/tke port. Igirge terminal grain ele
vators, enormous breakwaters and
guor of yesterday.
various dredged channels, facilitate
All the eingers on this program the shipping. One sees many lake
have been chosen from hundreds of freighters, deeply loaded, and many
aspirants. A singer who can change barges, for (Buffalo is the western
pace easily and quickly is much terminus of the Erie Canal, now re
sought after in entertainment’s new built Jointly by the 'U. S. Government
and Naw York State and now known
est medium.
.
That’s why Elizabeth Davenport as the Barge Canal.
Our
beautiful
big
passengei
found a niche tor herself in radio
steamer sails along all day in sight
of the South ‘Shore of Lake Erie
About six hundred passengers and
a most obliging crew and steward
department are on the boat.
In the evening we. make Cleveland
and are again impressed with thi
improvements at that port. Th<
docks and breakwaters have been well
built and the lake ships are continu
ally moving during the summer sea
son. For we must not forget tha:
the lakes are frozen up all winter and
even on this Fourth of July, steam
had to be turned on in all radiatori
as the day was so cold and raw.
Our first stop was at Detroit, now
fouith city in size in the entiri
country, and a busy hustling city and
port it is, too. We drove about the
many automobile plants—Ford. Pack
ard. Iluppmoblle and Marmon. The
first Packard factory still stands, a
small white shed, nearly surrounded
by large brick buildings—hives of in
dustry. The General Motors build
ing and plant with its H3 acres of
floor space, staggers the mind—it
Is so huge, so varied and represents
ELIZABETH DAVENPORT
so much efficient thinking and indus
try. The unemployment which has
when Director Gustave llaenschen
concerned us in New York city foi
heard her Ju6t once, lie liked her months seemed to be non-existant ir
voice, tho way she sang and her mi Detroit. Beautiful Belle Isle Park on
crophone personality v.ae such that the Detroit river has a most marvel
she registered Immediately over the ous white marble fountain, donated
air with listeners-in. Even though by a famous gambler, one iScott. His
she had been trained as a pianist. five million dollars was refused ‘by
Miss Davenport finally discovered the churches as tainted money and
was eventually used in a fountain
her career wa6 that of singer.
. She sings with such stars as Gitla which is a joy to see. His statue ir
Erstlnn, American boru Russian so bronze looks on. Detroit river is
prano who has yet to see her ances unique in that it Is the only river in
the world which is wet on one sidt
tral country. Jack Parker, star also and dry on the other, between Canada
of the Kodak ’’Week-end” program. and the United States.
Frank Luther, and Phil Dewey,
• • • •
tenor and baritone and Janies Stan
Leaving Detroit and approaching
ley, bass.
Lake Huron th boat passes through
Play With Vallee
Lake 9t. Claire in a narrow wind
Parker, Luther and Dewey make ing channel, widened and deepened
up the famous “Men About Town” by dredging through black mud and
trio often heard on the Fleischmann yellow clay. Continual dredging 'is
program with Rudy Vallee and necessary and this is done at the ex
Stanley is an established concert- pense of the state and federal gov
ernment to keep the channel open
gipger, heard also as soloiet on the Our captain told us that his ship had
recent Davey Tree program, and is a nine foot draft at the bow and 14
also an accomplished motion pic foot draft at the stern, but that the
ture actor.
lako freighters required a depth of
As the sextet gather about the from 19 to 20 feet of water. Skilful
microphone to sing under the direc attention was necessary at the wheel
tion of either Frank Black or Gus to keep he ship properly in the nar
tave Haens'.hen, who alternate in row channel.
At 'Macinac Island another few
that role, studio audiences who peer
through the huge plate glass win hours stop. No automobiles are al
dows regret that television is not lowed and most of our passengers had
the pleasure of a drive about in
yet perfected.
giant and pretty Victorias drawn by
If it were, the radio audience could beautiful horses. The Island is sever
catch some of the infectious sway miles in circumference and is a won
ing, the happy shuffling of feet— derful spot of scenic 'beauty, with Itt
noiselessly, of course—the humor old forts, rocks and wooded hills. Tilt
ous microphone by-play that accom first John Jacob Astor building, a
panies the rich harmonies and small white shed shows the humble
above all the infectious grins that beginnings of the Astor fortune and
light up the faces of every one from fur trade.
Portage Lake has required an in
principals down to the last man in
the orchestra as the director waves finite amount of widening and deep
hie baton and the program opens ening the channel and passing through
the Soo lock is a wonderful experi
with a rolling, swaying rhythm ence. A ship weighing any numbei
that sets listeners a-fire.
of tons is lifted in a few minutes to a
height of 25 feet, as the lot-k is filled
WHAT THE NAVY OFFERS
with water. The lock at the Soo is
filled Just as are those at Panama
The Navy has experienced a short canal, electric pumps force the water
age of 1300 petty officer ratings dur lip through the bottom of the con
ing the past six months states Navy crete lock in six inch valves.
At IHoughton, Michigan the pas
Recruiting officer H. W. Comstock of sengers drive through the copper
Portland. During the period January mining country while the colored lads
to July 1930 there was a total of from the crew of our ship had a won
85.000 men in the service. Of these derful baseball game on the flats neai
7400 were first enlistments. There the docks. The copper mines are
were 11,000 reenlistments.
TWe running to large capacity and the
shortage In petty officers comprise Calumet and Hecla copper company,
the following ratings: Torpedomen; by their new processes, are reclaim
quartermasters:
fire eontrolmen; ing copper from the sands along thi
Extensive machinery has
electricians' mates; radiomen; pat shore.
ternmakers; - enginemen:
copper been installed to do this by electroly
smiths; ship's cooks; bakers; officers sis and some washing process. Near
cooks: aviation pilots; aerographers- Houghton is the Quincy mine, deep
photographers, and aviation ordnance est mine in the world w’ith a shaft of
men. At the present time there are nearly 10.000 feet.
A cool delightful night; much
83 vacancies for aviation pilot.

“MOW ME!"

(1430)

That's what your lawn ia saying to you!
Kendall & Whitney offer a splendid line of

LAWN MOW ERSGRASS CUTTERS—
EDGE TRIMMERS, RAKES
Everything to keep your lawn beautiful

IM BLAKE was in adtertislng.
When he lind first met Callie,
they had both been on one of those
Saturday hikes that city people fre
quently enjoy—for the day.
Callie, however, had always lived
In the city. With the usual con
trariness of human nature she longed
1o live in tlie country. Jim, on tlie
other hand, had been bora on a
farm, had followed his father from
one farm to another and had finally
managed to finish high school at
a northern Michigan lumber town
where “men were men,” ns they
themselves boasted. Jim liked to
hike, but he had no particular love
for tlie country as a place in which
to live.
Just after they were engaged
Callie found out that Jim hated the
country. Callie decided to take a
“onesome” hike over her three-day
holiday. Could she give up all Idea
of living in the country in order to
marry Jim? Could she face life
in the city forever?
A thing like that isn't decided in
a moment.
Callie, with a light pack to carry,
took a train that let tier out at a
lonely little way-station, a hundred
miles from the city. She dropped
a postal card to Jim, telling him
where she had gone.
Swinging into the country road
with no sign of human habitation
before her, Callie threw back her
head and drew in deep breaths joy
ously. Ah! this was life! Even
Jim, darling Jim could offer nothing
to compare with this. Singing birds,
feathery trees, wild flowers spring
ing up at the sides.
By night she had come* to a pine
woods where she unrolled her blan
ket, blew up her air pillow, and
took out the dainty sandwiches she
had packed in the city.
Callie wondered if she could
have good things sent out hy parcel
post.
By morning she wished that she
had brought a frying pan and ba
con. T»he sandwiches were good,
but she could have eaten the three
days’ supply at once.
By noon her further hiking
brought her to a high hill. A few
scrub pines dotted it Brush and
spiny looking growths made hik
ing slow. Under the warm sun
snakes glided through the brush,
giving Callie little shivers along her
spine.
She sat down to make sure that
her canvas leggings were well fas
tened. A small garter snake slith
ered near her ankle. Callie let out
a yell for help before she realized
that there was no one to yell to.
She began to wonder if stie had
been foolish to come out alone this
way. If she missed the road and
did not come to the town she was
expecting to find—her heart skipped
a beat and she rosa to her feet,
pulled down her little scarlet hat
and pressed forward with clenched
teeth.
It seemed now that all of the
snakes in the world had congre
gated In this spot nnd were gliding
about in the sun. She tried to pre
tend that she could not see them.
Then at the side of a little stream
where there were bulgy stepping
stones that rocked as one stepped
upon them, a snake reared and
darted toward her.
“A cobra!” she moaned as she
lost her footing, stepped wildly on
several stones nnd fell half in the
muddy stream and half on the
coarse brush bordering it.
When she took off her leggings
she found two tiny marks. A
quick tourniquet, turning, turning,
turning until it seemed that all of
the blood in her body had stopped
flowing; cold hands, blood racing
around nnd around her head—Callie
was fear-stricken.
“Cobra—twenty minutes to live,”
she said in low tones.
The sun was going down now
nnd she thought of herself lying out
here never to be found. By her
red hat, if she were ever found.
Jim would know it was she, for
he had helped her select that at a
store on Michigan boulevard one
Saturday afternoon. Drowsy, her
head dropped forward on her chest.
She was aroused by the sound of
a motor, and then a voice. She
opened her eyes.
“l’ou little idiot! Chasing off
like this alone!’’ said Jim, shaking
her.
Callie clung to him, now wide
awake.
“I’m going to die—cobra,” she
whispered. “Oh, don’t scold me now.
Jim.
I'm — dying — twenty min
utes—”
He stared at her. He reached
over to the place where she hud
thrown her legging and looked nt It.
“There are no cobras tn this neck
o' the woods,” he laughed. “You've
got a spiny thorn In your legging
girlie. Just a thorn—that's all 1
Lucky you wore that red hat. I
got your card in tlie morning mail
and drove right out. The postmas
ter told me you were in last night
and he said you wore a red hat.
I’ve searched for miles!
“Well, all ready to go back to
civilization where snakes nre
snakes and flats are flats and all of
that? Plenty of snakes out in Lin
coln park at the zoo and they're nil
classified for you—cobras and all,''
he teased.
Callie shuddered. “Say, Jimmie,
can we stop nt some place and get
a good meal?”

J

Life Was a
Misery
“Before I began taking Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound I was weak and run
down, could not sleep and had
troubles which come at my age
(forty-three). Life was a misery.
Nothing did me any good until
I tried the Vegetable Com
pound. I am on my third bottle
and I cannot recommend it too
highly. I feel like a new person
and I really think I would have
been dead if I had not taken it.
I think every lady ought to take
it at the Change.”—Mrs.
Eunice M. Worthy, Route 4,
Spartanburg, South Carolina.

Lydia E, Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
I \Jia F. Pinkham Med. Co., Lyrin, Mass

NORTH HAVEN

v

Mfr. nnd Mfc*s. Aijfred Dyer and
family were in Rockland Saturday.
George Foster, the piano tuner, of
R»ckland> was in town last week.
Lawrence Knight spent Saturday
in Rockland.
The farmers here are very busy
haying.
Mrs. H. T. Crockett arrived home
aturday after spending three weeks
in Augusta, Vassalboro, Albion and
vicinity, visiting relatives and friends.
She was accompanied on the return
by her daughter Dorothy M. Crock
ett, who is to spend the summer at
home.
THOUGHTS AT NINETY

To IMrs. D.
Come memories of long ago,
The friends so dear T used to know:
The friends at church, in neighborhood.
In ties of faitli and sisterhood.

I think of them upon this day.
As back I look upon life’s way;
Fond memories arise in me.
And faces dear again I see.
I live again upon the farm,
Where landscapes brought their cheer and
charm ;
(’orne back to me the joys I knew
And all the things L used to do.
Gone ninety years! And yet to me,
It docs not seem tliat this can be,
For summer lingers in ,my soul,
Though tides of winter o’er me roll.

What’s kept me young? What’s kept my smile
Along life's many wearied mile?
’TIs this—'I’ve learned in deep distress
God intervenes to heal and bless.
'Tis Faith that changes dross to gold
And keeps tlie heart from growing old ;
Faith brings us through earth's darkest night,
Faith quickens Hope, and keeps skies bright.

It is tiie friendships I 'have known,
The noblest riches one can own ;
On this my ninetieth birthday,
I hear their cheerful voices say—
God be with thee and make thee strong,
God iflll thy soul withipeace and song;
Our love we bring and wishes true,
Tliat a hundred years may come to you.
Henry (Felton (lluse
North Haven, Me.

PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown are
n a trip to the White Mountains.
Th'e summer cottage owned by Mrs.
Edith Maxwell of Cambridge was
martially damaged by fire Friday aft>rnoon and had it not been for the
liligent work of the volunteer fire
men the place and furnishings doubt'ess would have been completely
destroyed.
Miss Edith Anthony is visiting
elatives in Malden. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hopkins of
Hallowell were recent guests of Mr.
md Mrs. Frank Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Geoige Hodgdon of
Farmington are guests of Mr. and
VJrsr. Sidney Davis.
Mrs. Bennett and daughter Viola.
•Kin Elmer. .Antonio Pedros and Rob
ert Robeson have returned to their
homes in Attleboro.
Mrs. Martha Brann of Rockport is
x guest of Mrs. Lizzie Davis.
The Rev. Mr. Timberlake of Friend
ship conducted service Sunday eveling in the Advent Ch'urch.
Clarence Thompson and family of
Rockland spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Simmons.
Miss Marion Gee of Boston is a
guest of Mrs. Ada Brennen.
Mrs. Frank Hopkjns cfntertained
he Baptist sewing circle Wednesday
afternoon and Mrs. Earl Davis tho
Willing Workers Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Bessie Lermond of Thomas
ton is visiting her mother Clara Davis.
Mrs. Alice Marshall has returned
to South Hiram after spending a
couple of weeks here at her home.
Wallace Thompson of Attleboro,
Mass., is visiting relatives in town.
Miss Ada Ginn of Auburn, R. I., is a
guest of Mrs. Ada Brennen.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent of Fal
mouth Foreside spent the weekend
with relatives here.
Mrs. Charles Brown and children of
South Portland are gusts of Mrs.
Brown’s parnts Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses
Davis.
Mrs. Sadie Cogan of Warren spent
Friday with Mrs. Clara F. Clark.
Harry Webber is in Knox Hospital
for a surgical operation.

(Copyright.)

Nothing New Under the Sun

Even with a thousand wives, we
have an idea there were mornings
when good King Solomon couldn’t
find a pair of socks that didn't
have a hole In either heel or toe.—
Fort Wayne News-SentineL
Not AU Intelligence

We speak of a child’s “learning
to walk.” As a matter of fact he
prows into walking, or In other
words, his nervous system develops
to the point where he walks.—
Country Homo,

Write for catalog—if you cannot conveniently call

FARM, DAIRY

and

POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEPS

Kendall & Whitney
FEDERAL and TLMPLL STS.,

PORTLAND

MAI ML

chatting with our fine passengers;
a landing at Duluth; and we note
this Great Lakes trip is wonderful.
“See America Flret” is well worth
while in this ‘IBlessed Land of Room
•Enough.” Beyond the Ocean Bars
where the air is full of Sunlight and
the Flag is full of Stars.
Mrs. F. IB. Balano

What a world! By the time you’re
important enough to take two houin
for lunch, the doctor limits you to a
glass of milk.—Publishers Syndicate
What with the filling stations and
the tabloid golf courses, where would
the saloon go if it could come back7

ROCKLAND DIVISION
Wilfred J. Nichol Sees Why

So Many People Enthuse
Over Sargon
'My system was full nf toxic poi
sons and 11 had such pains in the
modes of my arms I could hardly
sleep. Indigestion and biliousness
pulled me down and nothing 1 tried
in the way of laxatives seemed to do
me an ounce of good. I haven't had
a return of any of my troubles since
I Parted Sargon and I don't wonder
‘
people here are buying it.
“S.irgcn Pills swept the poisons
fr ••in my system, gave me a healthy
c-o’.or. cleared u.p my tongue and henehti'd me wonderfully without the

-1 PT?

1,1.11

'nation WIPE |

NATION-WIDE
HOOKUP

WEEK OF JULY 21st TO JULY 26th
CALIFORNIA

PEACHES

Large
Can

JL T

GOLD FLAKE

PEANUT BUTTER
SPLENDID

SLICED PINEAPPLE
He is enthusiastic in his praise of
Sargon
least nausea or upsetting. The Sar?on treatment deserves all the praise
[ can give it.’’ - Wilfred J. Nicol,- 354
Silver St., Manchester, N. H.
Sargon may be obtained in Rockand at Tiie Corner Drug'Store, Inc.—
idv.
87-lt

VINALHAVEN
Gardiner Libby and sister Miss
Louise Libby of Wollaston, Mass., ar
rived Saturday morning by plane
from Rockland to North Haven. Missi
Alma Libby who came Friday is a,
guest of Miss Elizabeth Claytor at
the home of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest (Claytor.
Mrs. Cora Hopkins of Augusta and
granddaughter Shirley Shaw are,
massing the summer in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Swan of
Brookline, Mass., arrived Saturday
morning. They are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. O. C. Lane at Alyosca, Shore
Acres.
Mrs. Flora Athearn of
Gloucester formerly of Vinalhaven
was a guest last week of her cousins
Mrs. E. W. Swan at her summer
home, Crow Point, Mass.
• Mr. and (Mrs. Harvey Webster of
Winter Haven, Fla., arrived Saturlay and are guests at Charles C.
Webster’s High street.
•Mrs. /R. A. Robertson who has been
i guest of Mrs. E. ‘M. Ball the past
tome in -Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carver went
to Southwest Harbor Sunday where
Mrs. Carver will spend the week.
Arrangements have been made in
the Walls-Jones residence to rent a
portion of it to Andy Johnson and
am lly for occupancy.
Mrs. Jeanette Carver, Mrs. Blanche
vittredge, Mrs. Muriel Lane and Mrs.
)la Ames entertained Wednesday at
Oedgelodge, Mrs. Ames’ bungalow.
Auto rides, an excellent supper and
i plea&ureable evening were enjoyed
>y those who occupied t'he four tables
it bridge. Mrs. Roland IBlaisdell of
Wakefield was guest of honor. Prizes
vere won by Mrs. Blaisdell and Mrs.
iichard Allen.
Louie Smith of Saylesville, Conn.,
s visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Jewellyn Smith.
Kenneth Raymond is in Boston to
pend the week with his parents Mr.
tnd Mrs. Frank Raymond.
Mrs. 'Merle Hutchinson and little
.on Richard are at the Hennigar
iiome on Charles street.
About 30 attended the supper and
meeting of the Ladies of the G.A.R
Friday.
A bridge party was held Thursday
it I.O.O.F. hall.

WALDOBORO
Miss Isabelle Waltz has been the
;uest of Mrs. Carl Burdick at her
Martin's Point camp.
Mrs. Abbie Montgomery, who has
■een visiting her sister Mrs. Nellie
Wade has returned to Thomaston.
Montgomery Deaver of Philadel
phia is at the Deaver summer home,
Medomak Isxlge.
Mr. and Mrs. 'S. H. Weston have
teen passing several days in Caribou.
Mrs. Frank Creamer, who has been,
he guest of 'Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney,
tas returned to New York.
Thomas Brooks of Whitinsville.
.Mass., is visiting his son Joseph ,
Brooks.
Miss Dorothy Itowe is passing her
vacation at the home of her father
'harles Rowe.
Mrs. Ida Achorn and Mrs. Clarence
II. Waltz of Everett. Mass., are at
Mrs. Achorn's home here.
A Lincoln County Democratic
meeting was held at tlie Board of
Trade rooms Thursday evening.
The Baptist Sunday School held its
tnnual picnic Thursday at Jefferson
Isike. There was a large attendance
uid a delightful day was passed on
ihe fine beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hilton of
Springfield, Mass., are guests of Mr.
md Mrs. George W. Hilton.
Miss Ella Blaney who has be.en the
•nest of Mrs. I.ilia Blaney and Miss

Ale/Jo-gJo Prevents
Shiny Nose
MHLLO-GLO Face Powder is pre
ferred by beautiful women because it
leaves no trace of pastiness, flakincss
or irritation. .Stays on longer—no
shiny noses! Made by a new French
process — prevents
large
pores.
Spreads more smoothly—gives a
youthful bloom. Very pure.
Use
MELLO-GLO Face Powder.
It’s
wonderful.* Corner Drug Store and
ali other good stores.

XO MULE TEAM

BORAX

Per
Lb.

j CIGARETTES \

©

PaU

Larse
Can

•OLD COLD\

\ 225c
\ Clicquot Club

A9

GINGER
ALE

I4

CrabMeatx3«e
s

Finest Quality

.

LINEN

4

Per

STATIONERY Box

GSOAP

J

Cake

2S1'”WI71

-C !

BLACK PALM

M Lb.

Bars $

PITTED DATES

BEARDSLEY'S

FISH CAKES

SPLENDID

RICE tek,.19 5

2

FRANCO AMERICAN \

cs

25c

.39'
pe-Fbis P^.18c

SPAGHETTI j FILlfTiOX
X

Gi

1OC

PUFFED RICE \ Aeroxon Fly Coils
4 -10

Per

LUX II

SIFTER TOP CANS

THREE PEPPER
GINGER
|
CINNAMON

r“ 25

CROW

TRADE AT A NATION-WIDE STORE. You know the owner
Marcia Blaney for three weeks has
returned to Waltham, Mass.
Nineteen young guests and several
older ones were pleasantly enter
tained at Riverside 'Farm, the sum
mer home of Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
Hemingway on tlie occasion of t'he
12th birthday of their daghter Nancy.
Refreshments were served at a table
spread on the beautiful lawn under
the trees. Miss 'Nancy was the re
cipient of lovely gifts. Races and
games were enjoyed during the after
noon.

» » » »

Ninety-first Birthday Anniversary
Mrs. Matilda Overlook celebrated
her ninety-first birthday July 3 at the
home of 'her daughter Mrs. G. ,B.
Walter. Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Walter, her granddaughter and
great-granddaughter, Clifton 'Scott
and family of Woolwich,'Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Smith, Mrs. Edna Swctt and
daughter Mildred and Roy Brandt of
Chelsea, Mass. Mrs. Overlook is an
aunt of Mr. Smith, a great-aunt of
Mrs .Swett whose hiithday anniver
sary date was July 4 and a greatgreat-aunt of Miss Mildred whose
birthday came July 5. Mrs. (Smith
presented a handsome birthday cake
decorated with candles lighted for the
occasion.

CUSHING
Mr. ami Mrs. Wallace (Edgerton
are at their summer home here for a
few weeks. They plan to remodel the
house into a modern cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. E. I*. lAhern of Thom
aston with their daughter Mrs. Lak< man and three children o£ Massa
chusetts are at their bungalow,
Hathorn’s Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney ami
daughter Enid of Port Clyde were in
town to attend funeral services of
the late Emery iB. Hart.
Miss Elzo Wheelock of Fitchlturg.
Mass., Is a guest at the home of her
brother Rev. F. C. Wheelock.
Mrs. Thayer, daughter Alice, and
chauffeur, of Worcester, are guests at
Gray House, the home of Rev. and
Mrs. F. C. Wheelock.
Vinal Killeran of Thomaston put
a sill in B. 'B. (Robinson's house the
past week.
Congratulations are extended to Mr.

Ideal

and Mrs. M. F. (McFarland of (New
Harbor, on the birth of a daughter,
July is. weighing seven pounds. Mrs.
McFarland was formerly Miss Thedcssa Witherspoon of this town.
Mr. and Mrs. Wescott and children of Melrose are guests of Mr. and
1 Mi.-. Samuel Olson.
.Mr. and 'Mrs. Fred G. 'Olson were
I guests 'Sunday of relatives in Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Killeran and
daughter Orpha were in South War
ren Friday to attend the birthday
party of Elijah Harriman, who eele| hrnted his ninety-eighth milestone.

One nearly universal thing tho ce
sus proves, in melancholy fashion,
that it is pretty nearly impossil
for the population of a town to ke,
j pace with th'-* imaginations of i
Ih.’st boosters—Beloit (Wis.) News.
The thirl “We” is a wee we.—Ohio
State Journal.

(or Picnics

OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Carl Libby and two sons
motored from New York last Satur
day to spend the summer at their
farm at Owl’s Head.’ They were ac
companied hy Mrs. Frank Barker and
Miss 'Caroline Bell of Mattituck, D I.,
who will stay during the remainder
I of July.
| 'Mrs. Carl Libby and family accomIpanied by her parents Capt. ami Mrs.
j (Charles Chester and guests Mrs. A. E.
' Ford and daughter motored Thursday
i to Hancock and Bar Harbor.

& tflsB
^“Frcsh from the Garden*’’
843
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WARREN

STRAND 7 HEATRE

AN AUTO SCHOOL

Mrs. Nelson iiioore and daughter
Frances returned Thursday from MaChevrolet Inaugurated a New
tinicus.
Allan Cogan has a new Ford road
Selling Idea In AH the
ster.
Branches
llarlow Brawn is helping Maynard
Watts at haying.
What has been termed the greatest
A thoroughly good surprise party
was held at the home of Alice Cook sales training school in the history of
fdnesday evening, The Birthday the automobile industry—a series of
Club had previously Sent out invita- five meetings conducted over a period
j tions to surprise Mrs. Cook but in of 10 days in each of 12.000 Chevrolet
the course of lhe evening one of the retail stores in th'e United States, and
' members read a clever poem that made attended by 24.000 salesmen—has
plain that Airs. Joseph Stickney and just been completed by the Chevrolet
Mrs. H. Hilton were the ones to ibe Motor Company.
So successful were the meetings
surprised. Buffdt lunch was served
and three birthday cakeSj attractive that Chevrolet central office officials
ly decorated1 were in evidence. Each ate considering making the ’•school”
an annual affair. Jn practically every
Tenant’s Harbor had supper "ith oif the two honor guests were pre
instance Chevrolet dealers reported
sented with a pretlty gift.
M.s. A. O. Keen Saturday night.
Harold Pease has been substitut their complete sales personnel in at
Miss Margaret Jordan will motcr
tendance at each meeting, and in ad
to Gardiner today to take her niece ing for Leon Wotton in road patrol.
Robert Connell has been working 'Htion the office and service staffs re
Gene Harriman to visit her grand
fer Arthur Peaibody at haying.
quested and were given permission
mother for a week.
Henry Knox Chapter, D.A.R., will, Mr. and Mrs. John Smith and the j10 attend the sessions. In all, it is
Misses Esther and Anna Anderson of I a8tlmated that an average of 40.000
•uhis year observe General Knox’s1
sales, office and service employees in
birthday without any elaborate serv-4 East Douglas. .Mass., are guests of Chevrolet retail stores attended each
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Wilson.
ice.
A committee consisting of ,
of the five meetings. Increased sell
Jarvis >C. Perry, chairm'an, Arthur] Mrs. John (Munsey enjoyed a birth
ing efficiency by their present staffs |
Elliot. E. K. Gould. J. Walter Strout, day party given in her honor Thurs and th'e addition of many salesmen
day
evening.
Only
the
immediate
Percy Demmons, Homer Robinson,
family and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mank. to their organizations are expected by
Mrs. Fred Overlock, Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. Vellie Weaver and daughter many dealers as a result of the
Ayers, Mrs. W. H. Brackett, Mrs.
Florence were present. A lobster “school.”
Levi Seavey and Mrs. John Stevens,
The thought behind the school was
lunoh was served with the usual
will place a wreath upon the grave
birthday cake as a lifting dessert. the belief that most automobile sales
at 9 a. m. Prayer will be offered by
Mri. Munsey was presented with men possess only the theory of sell
Rev. Hubert F. Leach and a salute
ing and usually are forced to undergo
I community silver teaspoons.
will be tired by Co. F, C.A.C. At 10
Chester Robinson is ground in- long experience and overcome many
o’clock a puiblic meeting of the Chap
I structor at the Rockland airport und difficulties before they are able to
ter will be held in the Congrega
furnish prospective buyers with a
at the Presque Isle airport,
tional vestry for the election of offi i Madam A. P. Mayhew, Mrs. Alfred fully satisfactory exposition of the
cers and transaction of any other I Mayhew and son Edgar of Glen car s features. The school would
business of the chapter.
Ridge, N. J., who are summering at immediately put the salesmen in pos
Ellsworth Wallace of Monhegan
South Hari&well were overnight session of the experiences and methods of the most successful men in the
si>ent Sunday in town.
guests Thursday at Hilltop Inn.
I industry.
Mrs. Sadye Vaughn of Cherryfield
All phases of the meetings were
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Thatcher Folv- is visiting Mrs. Mary Lockie.
ler were guests- at Knox Hotel last
Miss Hazel and Ella Moody of worked out and the materials pre
week. Dr. Fowler is a grandson otf Fairfield are spending a vacation at pared by the central office of the
General Knox and had in his pos the home of their sister, Mrs. Ben Chevrolet Motor Co.
session a large numlber of articles jamin Perry.
that were taken from the old mansion
Mr. and Mrs. Gustave Carlson of
warren
which he had promised to give when Westboro. Mass., are guests of Mr.
Mr. anil Mrs. Charles W. Mank
ever there should be erected a me and Mrs. Elmer E. Jameson.
and son Donald aceomi»anied Mr. and
morial to his grandfather suitable to
Henry McCraw and brother Bob-I Mrs. Herltert Hawes and children of
receive them. Dr. and Mrs. Fowler ac ert o-f Roslindale are guests at the Union to Bucksport last Sunday
companied by automobile the van home o-f iMr. and Mrs. E. E. Jameson, where they visited Mr. and Mrs. Nel
bringing the goods. They have now the former for the weekend and the son Hall, the latter a sister of Mrs.
returned to their home in Providence latter for a longer stay.
Mank.
where he is a professor in Brown
Miss Shirley Castner. who is at
'Everyone who went on the Grange
University.
tending the summer session at Gor picnic report a fine time.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson and ham Normal 'School, spent the week
Mrs. Rose Packard of Waldoboro
youngest child visited relatives in end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. has been vlsfting her friend Mabel
town yesterday, returning to their Chester Castner.
Crawford.
home in Gray the same day.
Miss Lillian Russell is driving a
Donald Mank, Walter Fyeler and
Mr. and Mrs. James Mathews and new Plymouth coupe.
Vernon Mank started for the dance
children of New Cumberland. Pa.,
Mrs. Delia Haya and daughter Ma hall at East Union last Saturday,
are visiting Mrs. Mathews’ mother. , rie of West Somerville. Mass., are but they did not get there. Instead
Mrs. J. U. Teague and friend Miss spending two weeks with Mr. and they got sideswiped, smashed both
Frances MdLellan of Boston are Mrs. George Teague.
mud guards and bent the axle of
guests of Rev. and Mrs. H. S. KilMr. and Mrs. Leolyn Spear and their ear. The other car was com
born. Mrs. Teague was soloist at family arrived Saturday evening ing from East Union. No one was
the Baptist Church Sunday morning. from Springfield. Mass., and will be hurt, but both cars are laid up for
The young men of Mr. Gray’s class guests of Fred Spear at a cottage at repairs.
and the boys of Aaron Clark’s class Cushing for two weeks.
had a united picnic at Fort Knox, up I
Mrs. Inez 'Libby who has employ
WHITE HEAD
the Penolbscot river. The boys found ment at Thomaston is spending a
many things -to interest them be week's vacation in Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beale. Miss
sides their lunch boxes.
Eugene Partridge of Lexington. Eleanor Be;Ae and Mr. and Mrs. G. L.
At 10 o’clock Saturday night a cy Mass., was a recent guest at the home Alley of the Light motored Sunday
clone wind swept through the town. of Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge. to Augusta and. return.
A tree on Elm street was blown
The funeral of the late Willard
Mrs. H. W. Andrews. Mrs. Chartes
down and* many limbs were twisted Andrews, aged 71, who dit^l at Ban Burke. Mrs. John Kelley, son Jack,
off in all parts of the town.
gor. July 18, was held Sunday at the Miss Katherine Andrew^ and L. B.
The wind may possibly have been Sawyer & Simmons undertaking Beale motored to Rockland Satur
a remote cause of the sounding of rooms in Thomaston. The bearers day.
the burglar alarm on the Thomaston were William Anderson.
Harry
•S. F. Flood is on a ten day leave
National Bank about midnight Sat Wyllie. Stephen and Charles Com uf absence from the UjS.C.G.
urday. It rang for some time. Dr. ery. Imterment was made at the
C. H. Wall. Mrs. J. K. Lowe and
Keller was promptly out with his Union cemetery. Warren.
Donald Ingerson mc/tore dto Rock
trusty rifle. A scouting in the rear
land Saturday.
of the block did not disclose any
Mr. and Mrs Charles Wall. Miss
UNION
thing. J. W. Strout, the cashier, was
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merry of Ella Flood. Miss Bernice Flood and
called and a search of the interior
Bath spent last Sunday with Mr. and Lloyd Spatflding were at New Har
found nothing distubed.
A small
bor and Boothbay Sunday.
Mrs. Arthur Farris.
crowd gathered, augmented by pass
iSome of the UjS.C.G. boys, assist
■Mrs. Hayden Conant of Bath
ing automobiles.
ed by members o*f the Burnt Island
visited her parents Sunday.
Mrs. 'EliZcUjeth Putnam of Wash
A poultry judging demonstration C. G. boys, played a Rockland team
ington. D. C./is spending three weeks
under direction of Ralph Wentworth at baseball Sunday at Pleasant
with her brother. Capt. Walter B.
took place at the regular meeting of Beach. The Rockland team had some
Willey and her niece, Mrs. Lew W.
Seven Tree 4-H Club Monday. Sulo notable players including the well
Walker.
Junra was champion with Clifton known “'Chummy” Gray. The Coast
Mrs. James Felt and daughter Ma
Meservey .second, and Richard Gor Guard won the game notwithstand
rian spent the weekend at Clark
ing the fact that they have only a
don third.
Island.
Mrs. Edna McKinley and Mrs. scrub team with only a few weeks’
'Edward Catland of Lynn is visit
Ethel Lovejoy entertained at lunch practice, which oif course was very
ing in the family oif Bernard Robin eon at the McKinley cottage on Craw pleasing* to all their friends heTe.
son at Mill River. Mr. Catland re ford Lake last Friday. There were They will play the .South Thomastons
ports business very quiet in Lynn.
three tables of bridge in the after in the near future, another crack
* * * •
noon.
Guests were present from team.
The funeral of the late Willard Rockland. Vermont and New Jersey.
Edward Day of Rockland loaded
Andrews, aged 71, of Warren, who
‘Miss Eleanor Griffith of Rockland herring at II. W. Andrews’ weir
died in Bangor, was held at Sawyer
is at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Monday for Isle au Haut. Mr. An
& Simmons parlors, Thomas»ton,
drews has plenty of herring for ba*.
Ayer for a few days.
-Sunday afternoon. Rev. H. W. PurFreeman Beale of the Burnt Island
Charles (Greene. Elmer Moore and
rington of Warren officiated. The
Mrs. Maria Hickok of Somerville and C. G. has been transferred to White
bearers were William Andrews, Harry
Edith Nickerson and Florence Lyons Head C. G. and has moved his family
Wyllie. Stephen Comery and Charles of Everett, Mass., are to be at th^e here.
Comery. Interment was in the Union
A party of summer visitors from
Rowley cottage on Lermond Pond for
cemetery, Warren. IMr. Andrews is the next two weeks.
Rockledge Inn were on the island one
survived by a widow, a son, Benjamin
The Whitney family of Brookline. day recently for an iuting.
Andrews; sisters, Mrs. Curtis Star- Ma<s., are occupying for the summer
ett and Ms. Ella Lewis.
HODGES WAS ELECTED
the house known as the Bachelder
Mrs. John Creighton, Miss Mar
bungalow.
garet Ruggles and Miss Rita Smith
Mrs. Angelo Howard and daughter Orator Who Spoke At the Samoset
with Judson Flanagan of Rockland Iva are spending a few days at the
Convention Now Heads Lions Inter
driving, returned iSunday evening home of Mr. and 'Mrs. Hayden Con
national
from a week’s tour in the Creighton
ant in Bath.
automobile, having visited the White
Earle W. Hodges of New York,
iMiss Lela Glidden of Jefferson is at
Mountains, northern New York.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Has bead of the Department of Public Re
Montreal and Quebec. They were
lations for Henry L. Doherty and t'he
kell.
accompanied -the first two days of the
Miss Winola Richan of Rockland is City Service Company interest, was
trip- by Miss Katherine Cieigliton,
elected Friday president of the Inter
a guest of Mrs. Marion Howell.
who left the party in Plattsburg, N.
national Association of Lions Clubs,
Y., to visit a school friend. Miss
a service organization of more than
Wanda Watson. The trip included Thursday of IMr. and Mrs. Lee Walk 2200 clubs and 80.000 members all
Crawford, Franconia and Dixville er. Douglass Walter is spending a over the United States and Canada.
Notches, Au iSalble Chasm, near week with them in their Andover Mr. llodges was first vice president
Plattstburg, a glimpse of the Green home.
of the Lions in 1929-30.
Mrs. Harriet Jameson is visiting
Mountains in crossing northern Ver
Farm boy. printer’s devil, printing
mont, an hour’s ferry across 'the Mrs. E. L. Montgomery.
office foreman, newspaper owner and
The recent automobile accident at publisher, state printing clerk, deputy
northern end of Lake Champlain,
and trips from Quebec to Montmor The Creek is fully reported on all State Auditor, Secretary of State of
ency Falls and St. Anne de Beaupre, ot h<*r page.
Arkansas, director of public utilities
Arthur Young and Calvin Palmer for this state, and finally dircetor of
where the new basilica is nearing
Completion. Saturday night at Cole of Jamaica Plain, Mass., were week public relations for the great Henry
brook, N. H., on the return journey end guests of Donald Anderson.
L. Doherty interests—that is Earle
Forty-two enlisted men of Com- W .Hodges, the new president of
the party was on the edge c'f the great
pany
F.
C.A.C..
with
their
officers
wind and electrical storm, seeing
Lions International. He is one of the
some lightning effects over Mt. Mo- returned Saturday from training | pest known public speakers in the
camp
at
Fort
Williams.
They
report
I
country,
and has visited and delivered
nadnock. and all day Sunday while
returning by way of Berlin and Gor- |a busy but enjoyable time,
addresses many times in every state
ham, N. H., and across Maine, they j The Garden Club will meet of the Union, lie was one of the
sa.w many evidences of the storm’s Thursday at 3 o’clock at the home of speakers at the District Lions conven
tion held nt the Samoset hotel last
destruction in split, broken a’nd ».up- Miss Margaret G. Ruggles.
rooted trees, especially in central
Mrs. 'Richard O. Elliot has returned month, and made a delightful im
Maine. Throughout t’he trip of near from a week’s visit at I>ake Parlin.
pression.
G. P. Ragner, superintendent of the 1
ly 1200 miles they were fortunate in
having fine weather, especially in the Pens Bridge Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.,
was in town Sunday. A part of t'he i
mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. George II. P. Stone construction equipment for the State |
of Ilion, N. Y.. are spending a few road bridge, Thomaston to Warren
days in town. Mrs. Stone was for- ' will i>c here the lart of this week;
Pimple glycerin, buckthorn bark,
met ly of Thomaston (Clara May I the week following a crew of seven
Creighton) who married* Mr. Stone | men will arrive and the steel for the saline, etc., as mixed in Adlerika, re
39 years ago and went to live in | bridge will follow—a six weeks’ job. lieves constipation in Til O hours!
John B. Peterson who was seri Most medicines act on only lower
Waltham. Mass., and has not visited
here for 12 years. They came on ex ously injured several weeks ago, was bowel, but Adlerika acts on BOTH
pecting to attend the dedication of removed Wednesday from Knox Gen upper and. lower bowel, removing
eral hospital to the home otf his poisons you never thought were in
the Knox Memorial.
The* Beta Alpha picnic will meet sister, Mrs. M. C. Hamilton. West your system. Just ONE spoonful re
July 23. at the home of Miss M. J. Main street. Mr. and Mrs. Frank IT. lieves GAS. sour stomach and sick
Watts. Members please take dishes Davis and daughter Allbertine of headache. Let Adlerika give stomach
Campello, Mass., are with Mrs. Ham and bowels a REAL cleaning and
and pocketbooks. Supper at 6.15.
Mr. and Mrs. Staff Lindsey of An ilton and are assisting in the care of see how good you feel! C- H. Moor
& Co., Druggists.
dover. Mass., were overnight guests Mr. Peterson.

The correspondent writes this item
anew to correct an error, with apolo
gy duly extended. Mrs. Adelle Roes
and children, Mrs. Marian Anderson
and children, Miss Helen Stetson and
niece, daughter of Karl Stetson, went
on a picnic last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Andrews and
children, and friend Mr. flaitieit, who
have been visiting Mis. Andrews’
parents, .Mr. and Mrs. Ward Crafton.
have returned to Plainfield. Vt.
Mr and M.s. Lewis Cook an 1 ehildren. Elizabeth W<fi>b and son Rich
ard, were overnight guests .»? M.’ss
Ar'/ne NeiwCiert Saturday nialf- a:
her camp on Coddy’s Point, Wiley's
Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Simmons of

north

EASY! QUICK! GLYCERIN
MIX FOR CONSTIPATION

Summer Cottages and Board

*
If you have a.cottage to let or desire eumVan and Schenck, well known
mer boarders advertise the fact In this nauer
entertainers, are featured in “They? Mhere
thousands will read of it.
Learned About Women,” which will
TO LET For season summer cottage at
he presented at this theatre Wednes Owls Head. MRS RUTH McBEATH. 38
Union St. Tel. 6<9.
73-tf
day and Thursday.
The story of ‘‘They Learned About
TO LET Two furnished camps at Hosmer’s
Fond.
2
rooms
each.
$12
per
week.
$30
per
Women,’ which rumor has it very
or $50 for the season. EDWIN A.
much resembles the actual career of month
DEAN, Rockland. Tel. 671-J._______ 83-88
the stars, concerns itself with Jack
FOR SALE—Or rent two cottages it Urawand Jerry a couple of big league ball ford Fond. Union. Cottages furnished ; also
players both of whom are very much boats. Good fishing, boating and bathing.
SANSOM.
Tel. 72 or 520 W.
ir iove with the secretary of the owner WILLIAM
Rockland, Me.
76-tf
of the ball club Mary (Bessie Love),
FOR SALE Large modern eoktage at Cres
who. however, has discriminated be cent Beach, all Improvements, two-ear garage,
tween the two admirers to the extent flue location, EDWARD GONIA at Gonla’s
_______ 7.»-tf
of consenting to be the wile of Jack. Store. The New Bicknell.
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
Jack, however, in an unguarded
All modern Improvements. LENA
moment permits himself to be vamped Behch
K. SARGENT. TeL P»4 or 080-M. ____ 78-tf
by a chorus girl named Daisy (Mary
Tt) LET Furnished cottage at Ocean View
| Doran), which more or less upsets Point, Spruce Head. .1. S. ALLARD, Spruce
Mary's appledart and she is all set to Head.
D-w
turn to Jerry when gold-digging I
Daisy makes a fool of Jack and he j
To Let
returns home like the prodigal son. '
But don’t think "Mary takes hiift back ■ TO LET By the month, week, or weekend,
right away. No sir. not proud little a furnished farm house and garage for two
Camp
'“hlK
.
Mary The whole thing Is cleared up
at the eve of a World Series game Friendship. 'Me.
___________
87*1)0
but I won't spoil your fun by telling
TO I.VT Three furnished rooms at 14
87*89
SUFFOLK 1ST. Tel. 364-M.
vou how.—adv.

NOTICE
Discontinuance Freight Service
Rockland, Thomaston, Camden
ON AND AFTER FRIDAY, AUGUST 1, the freight service of the
Rockland. Thomaston and Camden street railway, maintained between these
towns will be discontinued.

This decision has been pending for over two years during which time
the Company has endeavored to keep this service going in face of a very
material financial loss.
After carefully considering the shipping requirements of its few cus
tomers, and the amount of business it may expect in the future, there ap
pears to be no alternative but a complete discontinuance of this service.

The Company plans to maintain its usual passenger service.

NORTH WASHINGTON

Very cordially yours,

Mr. and Mrs. John Cunningham of

By H. P. BLODGETT,

Division Manager,

\

Central Maine rower Company.

/

81-91

GOV. GARDINER TO BE HERE

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

2.

3

4

5

IO

9
W lb

15
ll

II

12

17

1

IB

2ft J

31

3b

1

33

1

38

39

49

46

55

59

HORIZONTAL
1-A Roman patriot
5-To masticate
9-Same as “Ameer”
10-Pillage
14- A swift rodent
15- To perform
16- A river of Bohemia
18-Combining form—
air
20- ld est (abbr.)
21- Equal|ty of civil
rights
23-Relatcd in history
25- Spanish for “sir”
26- Compact mass of
soft substance
27- Fabulous bird
28- To penetrate
30-French for “the”
32- Odors
33- Most mature
34- Fondled
38-To ridicule
41- Time period
42- A couch
43- To crown
44- lnterest (abbr.)
46- Even (contracted)
47- Coarse glue-sized
fabric

31

50

Governor Gardiner is to speak-at
the Rose Festival, the date of which
is changed to Thursday of this week.
This
to accommodate the engage
ments of the Governor, who has to
be in Boston Friday. As readers a1A centenarian died the other day
ready know the festival is to be held after seeing an auto for the first time,
at Rose Cliffs the Beech street resi- . Evidently he didn’t see it soon
dence of Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, from enough.—Life.
4 to 7.30 o’clock, with cafeteria sun- I
per for the public at C o’clock, all
under auspices of that fine organiza
tion. the Woman’s Educational Club.
Governor Gardiner will speak and
Advertisements In this column not to exceed
there will be an entertaining program three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for
50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
of readings, including extracts from for one
time. 10 cents fur three times. Six
’Taming of the Shrew.” a charming words make a line.
playlet in costume, representing oldfashioned flowers by 30 children, with
Lost and Found
surprise features, toe dancing, etc.
FOUNT)*- Key on Union iSt.
Apply at
The occasion should attract a large
COURIER-GAZETTE.
87-88
audience.

In Everybody’s Column

40

43

CTVTX

43

44

58

30

29

42

41

54

isw
24

2b

,uu

n

U7

8

20

19

25

35

7

14

23

22

34

1

b

Will Speak At the Festival At Rose
Cliffs Thursday

Mb

FOUND—Saturday on iMain St., pair of

51

Maine's Arctic Voyageur Was Only
Eight Days In Reaching Reyk
javik

57
fcl

HORIZONTAL (Cont.) : VERTICAL (Cont.)
50-To compare critic 13-Still
ally, as writings
17-Male child
54-Conjunction
19-Disturbance
' 55-Assistant
22-Smell
I 24—A date in Roman
j 56-Girl's name
57- Prefix—form of in
calendar
58- A river of Belgium 27-Author of “Baron
30-To ascend
Munchausen”
, 61-Naked
! 28-Relieved
63- Rock material
29-Ascended
coarser than dust ' 31-Precipitous
64- Hauled
35- Discoverer of
VERTICAL
Greenland
I- A Turkish magis
36- Large drinking cup
trate
37- More indistinct
| 38-Ba'ls
j 2-A minor Hebrew
prophet
( 39-lndependent c’and
3- Musical note—same
in N. Atlantia
as si
40-Famous American
4- A river of Vene
editor
zuela
45- Prefix—three
5-A composition for a 46- A cloth measure
47- Lads
chorus
6- lnterjection
48- A she-bear (Latin)
7- One of the Great
49- Girl’s name
Lakca
51- A diminutive suffix
8- Troublesome plant 52- A current or stream
10-To shut in
53- Same as emu
II- Primitlve people of 59-Ha!f an em
Europe
62-Ancient Chaldean
city
12—Slice of bacon

Solution to Previous Puzzle.

MacMILLAN IN ICELAND

53

5b

feO

Is Now Coming Through Every Sun
day Night On Bangor Station
WLBZ
Through the constant requests for
Sunday night concerts over station
WLBZ. Bangor, Majestic predomi
nates again In answering to these re
quests and will entertain solidly from
now on every Sunday night from 8
p. lit., until 10 p. ni.. daylight. First
you will hear from the Majestic deal
ers w ho will broadcast their program
from 8 to 9. The Majestic dealers
whole-heartedly
cooperated
with
Frank E. Warren, the Majestic repre
sentative in this section, and organ
ized their orchestra, to lie known as
the Majestic Ensemble. This being
composed of Stanley Calling, violin
ist: Mrs. Anna Torrens Dymond,
'cellist; and Miss Mary Hayes Hayford. pianist and director of the Ensenmble. These artists were ob
tained through the courtsy of the
Bangor Symphony Mouse, ail being
professional teachers of this insti
tution. and exceptionally well known
to eper.vone, and will afford these con
certs in the high standard which Ma
jestic always predominates.
.Mr.
Warren will act as announcer. Di
rectly following the dealers’ concert
comes the LMaJestic Theatre of the
Air that is so familiar to us ail, com
ing over the Columbia chain and now
through this station. WLBZ. Bangor.
House-Sherman. Inc., local Ma
jestic dealers, are cooperating to
bring you this Majestic Dealers' Pro
gram and wouid like to have reports
as to how WLBZ comes through dur
ing the two Majestic IIoikw — adv,

FOR SPECIAL SESSION

SHERIFF'S SALE

STATE OF iMAIXE
County of Knox.
June .0. A. P. 1930
Taken this tenth day of June A. D. 1939
un an execution dated May 19 A I). 1930, Issued
a judgment rendered by our Justices of
our Superior Court at die term thereof begun
and held at Wiscasset, within and for
County of Lincoln and State of Maine, on
die first Tuesday of May A. P. 1930. to wit
on die fifteenth day of said May. In favor o'
John T. Cay and John It. Miller, both of W’al
tlobnro In said CAunty of Lincoln nniLStati
of Maine, copartners doing business untlel
die firm nano* and style of Waldoboro Garage
Company, and against Lemuel A. Grant and
Albert T. Grant, both of Rockland in die
thirty four cents, debt or damage, and see

Sheriff's Office a
in Rockland in said County of Knox
A. D. 1930, at ten o’clock in the forenoon. t<
the liichept bidder therefor, the following de
scribeil real estate, and all the right, title ant
Interest, which the said (Lemuel A. <iran
had in and to the same on the twelfth day o
April A. D. 1929, at eleven o'clock in the fore
noon, the time when the same was attachcc
on the original writ In said action, to wit:
A certain lot of land, with the buildings
thereon, situated oti Spruce Street in
Rockland in the County of Kno. and
State of Maine, being lot No. 22 o i plan
of land situated in said Rockland, belong
ing to Hon. Joseph Farwell, d awn by
S. F. Rose, and recorded in Knox Uounty
Registry of Deeds in Book of'Plans No. 1,
Page 12, dated July in. 1886.

A special meeting of the commit
tee on ri vision of the fishing laws to
approve a hill fur presentation to the
special legislative session was called
for July 22 at the state house by Com
missioner Stohie Tuesday. Details of
C. EARL blOWICK
title revision hill were withheld until
81-T-87
Deputy Sheriff.
passed upon by the committee.
The revision committee, composed
of one member from each 16 counties
was appointed by the last legislature,
Tentative regulations for each coun
ty were submitted by county mem
bers and coordinated by a .subcom
mittee comprised of the game com
We want all your LIVE POUL
missioner and I. Harold Angell, Saco
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
anil Harvey Pease. Wiscasset.
or write Charlee Shane, care of
At least two prdposed amendments
to the highway law are being draft
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tai.
ed. One would increase the amount
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
of the highway bond issue which can
your door. References: Any poul
be expended in any one year, nowtry raiser.
limited to $2,000,060. Another would
requite the adoption of state Hlgh'CHARLES SHANE CO.
way plans and the beginning of high
way activities in the fall. The plans
now are adopted in the spring.

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

CONGRATULATIONS, BILL
Recount Gives Senatorial Nomina
tion In Cumberland To Former
Vinalhaven Man
Nomination of William Bissett of
Portland as a Republican state sena
tor from Cumberland county was an
nounced by Guy. Gardiner Saturday
after completion of a recount of
county ballots east in tl.'e June pri
mary.
Completed figures gave Bissett
9005 votes anil Edward E. Chase of
Cape Elizabeth, who on returns com
piled by Portland newspapers elec
tion night was nominated 8849.
A correction in the original returns
from South Pi rtiand. which aug
mented Chases total by 285 votes,
was not sufficient to change the re
sult. The final official figures gave
Bissett 8927; Chase 8744.
At the conclusion of the Governor’s
announcement Bissett. who had been
in th'e Senate chandler during the re
count, arose anil thanked the Gover
nor and council and clerks for “the
fair way in which they had treated

him.”

tortoise shell bowpd spectacles. Call at the

COURIER-GAZETTE Office.
JU5-87 |
LOST—-Small brushed wool sweater, tan. j
near Summer St. Finder please leave at THE
t'Ol'RIER-GAZBTTE Office
86-89
LOST—White gold Bulova wrist watch. Re- •
ward. MRS. R K. BARTER. Stanley House. '
City, or Deer Isle, Me.
85*87‘|

A wireless despatch received by
the Associated Press Saturday from
For Sale
Commander Donald B. MacMillan re
Ftllt ptALK Rabbits. Flemish Clant Bred
ported his safe arrival at Reykjavik. does, $5 each. J. E. iBEDELL, Cushing, fMe. i
87 8 •
Iceland, aboard the schooner Bowdoin
FOR ISALE—<Slx windows H),/jx31/i feet., ,
on which he sailed for the Arctic 12x15
inch panes. Call 1154. STUDLEY
from Wiscasset. June 21.
FURNITURE CO.. Rockland.
87-89
The trip, which is Commander
FOR SALE Quick sale. Essex’ 1926 coach, J
Mic.Miillan's eighth voyage to the fair mechanically, nearly new tires, up- '
holatery fair: $85 cash. F. 4). 13O9 WARREN.
Northland, is made for the purpose ME.
87-89 |
of checking previous scientific ob
FOR ISALE— dosing sale at 12 Knox (St.,
servations in Labrador and for fur Thomaston,
parlor chairs, one or more, sofa,
ther exploration in Greenland and antique mirror, packing boxes, kindling wood.
87-88
Iceland, brought him to Iceland in MRS ADIHE L. H'OWES.
FOR SALE - City farm home. 38 acres—fine
the fast time of eight days.

Revision Of Fishing Laws To Be Pre
sented—Proposed Amendments To
State Highway Law.

THE MAJESTIC PROGRAM

Rockland and sister Mrs. George l’ettengill of Manchester, X. H.. were
' guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cun
ningham last week.
Mrs. F. W. Cunningham and Mrs.
M. W. Lenfest. each with a full force
of berry pickers on tlfeir separate
, blueberry ranches, keep Mr. Cunning| ham and Mr. Lenfe.st on tlie road to
Waterville to market the (berries,
most of the time. The crop Is boun
tiful, the quality fine and their bank
aeeounts arc swelling.
Palmer & Hill are still engaged in
cutting pulp-wood on the Cunning
ham lot. It will take another season
to complete the work and they pur
pose to finish it. They are men who
do the job and do it right.

TO LET—Cottage at iMeguntlcook Lake,
short distance from Lincolnville Center, boat
and float Included, fine chance for swimming
and Ilshing. Call at 19 TRIM ST.. Cannlen or
TeL
s :;17
TbJl-ET (isrsiw $1 niniith. Inquire at
85-87
hi.ximr.y ,st.
TD LET Six room tenement at 95 Lime
rock iSt. Bath, furnace. \Y. II. GLOVER <’O.
85-87
TO LOT Small store in our block at
457 Main St W II. (,LOVER < <>.
85-87
TO LOT Furnished cottage at Owl's Head,
month of August. NELSON B. (COBB, at
Fuller-i’obl)- Davis.
85-87
TO LET Four room lower tenement. flush
closet, electric lights, garage. In good con
dition. Apply 196 LL.MEKOt^K ST.
Tel.
875-M.
85*87
TO LET—Small rent: electricity; toilet.
MRS. A H J’ILLSBl'RY, Thomaston, or Tel.
593-R. Rockland.
85-87
TO LET Two ear garage for dead storage.
E. F. LIBBY. Amesbury St.. Rockport.
8l-tf
TO LET Attractive modern apartment,
furnished or unfurnished.
Apply J. A.
JAMESON' CO., 745 Main St. Tel. 17. 83-tf
TO LOT Attractive furnished or unfur
nished apartment. 5 rooms, hath, gaP&Ce, all
modern, freshly decorated, adults preferred.
Inquire 5 LISLE ST. Tel. 489-R._______ 82-tf
TO LET—Furnished apartment.
Adults
only: also rooms, board nearby. Garage. 72
Camden St. MRS. W. A. KIMBALL
82-87
Janies St. C. A.
TO LET Tenement at
81-tf
TO LET Five room tenement, all modern,
arage. southern exposure.
ROBERT U.
OLLI N S. :'.75 Main St. Tel. 77._______ 8n-tf
To LET Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
'
J ml hath. (lCTLEB <’OOK CO._________ 76-tf
TO LET Seven room tenement ano garage
t 10 High St. ETTA 11. SANBORN, 23 Ames
bury St. Tel. 1158-W.
72-tf
TO LET Garage $5 month. V. r. 8TUD78-tf
LEY.
69
Park
St.
Tel.
1080.
i
TO LET—Seven room apartment, all mod-

Used Furniture
For

CAMP OR COTTAGE
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
We are offering some remark
able bargains in just what you
need to furnish camp or cottage
or to fit up that room at home at
low cost.
A complete line of Household
Goods—all bargains—homes fur
nished from attic to cellar, Stoves,
Refrigerators, Desks, Safes, Musi
cal instruments, etc.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Co.
Telephone 427-R
41 "Tillson Ave.
Rockland
75STaf

road frontage.
Partially furnished house,
eleven rooms, flue well, garage, large barn,
apple trees, fine cellar, ideal for overnight ■
and tourist home
Low figure with terms 1
arranged. ORRIN J. DK1KEY. Uelfast. Me.
87-89 .
FOR SALE—Franklin touring ear. new bat
tery. new tires. PAYSON-NASH CO.. East
Union. Me.
87*89 ’
FOR (SALE- Violin, 'cello, saxophone, flute,'
trombone, viola, guitar, piccolo, drums and
traps. TEL. TH IBM ASTON 105-11.
87-89)
FOR
’Player piano and 65 music j
rolls. In good condition. 29 'STATE 1ST. or |
Tel. 1194-W.
87*89 j
FOR SALE—Seven room house. Sun porch,
two car garage almost new). Electric lights,
city water, one of the best locations in Rock- '
port. Price $1800.
Six room house, new barn, l1^ acres of land,
electric lights, eltv water, near trolley line
in Camden. Price $1900. L. A. THURSTON
Tel. 1159 Rockland.
86-88;
FOR SAL& Boat cradle. E. »i. WOOBS, |
Eayside, Me. Box 61.
86*88
FOR SALE Or rent, jn Warren, house of 5
rooms, large shed, place for hens, gas ligjits.
lightning rods, apple trees, on State highway,
$300 cash, little more oq easy terms. Inquire
R. A. LITTLE. Meadow Rd., Thomaston.
86 88
FOR SALE- 30 acre farm, blueberry land.
garden, cow and hens, five minutes from ciy.
LELAND HAWKINS. Ingraham Hill. > Tel
1184-M.
86*rx
FOR iSALE—Oak dining set, table. 6 chairs
with leather seat and buffet. Just what you
want for small home or cottage. CALL 45-M.
86*88-tf
FOR SALE To settle estate. 2 family house.
about one acre land good location. Will be
sold at a bargain. ROBERT U. <X>LL1NS, Real
Estate. 375 tMain St. Tel. 77.
86-88
FOR SALE—Forty acres of standing grass.
Will sell whole or part at great trade. E. IL
BURKETT, Union. Me.
86-88
FOR (SALE—Second band furniture and
tires, all sizes, antiques. Good bargains
HARRY BF7KOV1TCH. 12 Rankin St.
85*87
FOR SALE-—44lx room bungalow at 40
Admontem Ave., Rockland, furnished, with
improvements: price right to settle an estate
CARRIE NICHOLS. 31 Hill St.. <’ltv. Tel
831-W.
FOR SALE -Home Clarion range and eoils,
all in good condition. AUSTIN A. (GARDNER.
Tel. 74 M.
85-87
FOR SALE— Full blooded German police
pups. HERBERT BAUM. 18 Lawrence St.
85-87
FOR (SALE Pigs. GEORGE M SIMMONS,
23 Tillson Ave.. Rockland.
85-87
27-tC
FOR ISALE—Laundryette washing maeiiine
A I condition.
Price right for quick sale.
EVERETT E. F. LIBBY, Amesbury St.,
Rockport.
' 84-tf
________________________ _
FOR SALE—Two family house, first class
condition, with improvements, $2650. V. F
8Tn.LEV.49 fark.St. Tel. t„30.
7!,.„
FOR SALE—1 Vi Ton Ford 1927 truck with
Maford gear shift and hand hoist steel dump
body E O. PHILBROOK & SON,
SON. 632 Main
St.. Rockland. Tel. 466-W.
78-89
FOR SALE—Mill wood 4. ft-- long. $6.50:
stove length. $8 : fitted wood. $J4 : also lumber.
L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D. Thomaston.
73-tf
FOR SALE- 250 acre farm, house and barn
In good condition. 1000 cords hard wood, some
blueberry land, cuts f»0 tons hay. Waldoboro
$360i». easy term. V. F. -STUDLEY, 69 Park
St. Tel. 1080.

TO LET—Furnished apartment of two
rooms, or single rooms, all modern. DILL
DANE Tel. 427-R._____________________ 78-tf
TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St.;
ilso 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
MRS. FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
______________________________________ 78 If
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
\pplv to B. B SMITH. Thorndike A Hix
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
78-tf

Wanted
WANTED

To rent it farm.

Address MRS.

HARRIETT HOWARD, R. No. 1. 4'nion, Me
_____________________________________ 87*lt
WANTED Ladies to sew at home. Send
ten cents (coin) for sample apron and con
tract. VERA I). YOUNG. R. No. 4. Augusta,
Me._____________________________
87* It
WANTED Work by the hour by woman.
Call at 32 OCEAN ST.
87*lt
WANTED- ’Sales girl for antique shop.
DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 526 Alain St., Rock
land.
86-88
WANTED -Washings and ironings. MRS.
GRACE A-MES. 18 State St. Tel. 977-W
85-87
WANTED—At once--Extra cook (ex peri85-87
encedl at PARK STREET ( AFE.
WANTED Girl for housework in family of
two. MRS HATTIE KALU” H, 157 Middle
St. Tel 568-W._____________________ 83-tf
WANTED Experiencedstitchers
at MODERN PANTS <’<).______________________ 78-tf
WANTED—To loan Money onauto, house
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Fostofflce.

78-tf

Miscellaneous
SPIRITUAL iMEDIl M READLNGS by ap
pointment. Tel, 305-W._______________ 87-92
700 FT. ON LAKE $1900, also overlooks
chain of lakes. 109 ia. Well (divided: '7 rm.
house; 50 ft. stable: most homelike appearing
place: 5 min. to village. Old age forces sale.
J. D PEASE. Hope. Me._______________ 87-lt
WANTED- If vou are out of a job. or earn
ing less than $50.00 per week, we have »n op
portunity for you light here In Knox County,
distributing the well-known line of Watkins
Household and Farm Line Products direct to
well-established trade. Also a few available
localities In adjoining counties. No scIRtig
experience required.
We supply products,
sales and service methods. Our high quality
products with premium service gets the busi
ness for you. Write at once for complete In
formation and first choice of locality. The J.
R. WATKINS 'COMPANY, 231 Johnson avenue,
Newark, IN. J. Attention. H. AL Favrow.
Dept. A-33.
86 91
FISHING PARTIES taktn to fishing
grounds: everything furnished except cats.
Anv da vs except Tuesday. Thursday or Satur
day. S. T. AME%S. Rockland. Tel. 1070.
86*97
THIS US TO NOTIFY all persons not to tres
pass on the E. IL ST. CLAIR farm at Owl's
Head._________________________________ 85-87
THIS IS TO NOTIFY ALLIPERSONS not to
trespass on the FRANK -YARKAND property.
West Meadow Rd.
86-88
PATCHWORK (Four pounds ginghams,
$1) ; percale clippings, 7 pounds $1. Wonder
ful assortment. Postpaid. Or pay postman,
plus postage. Satisfaction guaranteed. LAWSON TEXTILE iCX).. 9 Aster S., Providence.
R. L
85*87
TRADE -One 6 and (one 7 tube radios, cost
$90 and $180. Want. Ford auto later than
1924, closed model preferred. Will trade for
Victrola. guns, rifles, etc. BERT E. (CUN
NINGHAM, Augusta, Maine State Hospital.

*

85*90

ALL TRESPASSING and berry picaing pro
hibited on the Libby property at Owl's Head,
under penalty of the law. MRS. CARL JJBBY.
85-87
7Z71—nmv i i-vn-------- 77------------------------1' ..
"k
. Tue»!
day. July 22 for readings, and treatments by
appointment. TEL. 1186-X.
85-87
“ WE ARE PREPARED TO MAKE YOUR
wool into yarn. Write for prices and particu
lars. Also yarn for sale. U. A. BARTLETT.
Harmony, Ale.
______________
83-94
ROCK AND CEMENT WORk. cellar walla
built and repaired : all kinds of lawn work, by
the day or contract. BE.NJAMLN KNOWLTON. 54 Brew:.ter St. Tel. 467.
75*86-tf
LAWN JIOWEits repaired and sharpened,
called for and delivered. Satisfaction guar
FOR SALE- The Franklin Trussell bidding. anteed. ( HIE IIAKOWARE CO.. Itoekland
situated in the he^t of Port Clyde Village Tel. I»l._______________
ja-tf
pnitalns two tenements nnd two stores. I.nte... ,
Ij repaired. Keasonible price. Inquire of J eages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School St
ALICE T TKCSSEL. fort Clyde, lie,, or ED- Opp. postnftlee.
78tf
WAHO C. PAYSON, Rockland. Me.
70-97
SAI R WnoA
.-------- i-------------- I
iJKT,E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
FOR ?e,
L
K,X
i^Wor"
1
;
r
T
<
e'!
,,r
.o
’
,O
Ur
IUr,
“
,Ur
‘
“
»'
L,MERWK
friends,
” —
‘* 'r
aston. Fitted wood. $14: Junks. $12: cord
wood, $10, del. O. 11. CKIE & CO.; Thomas
LADIES - Reliable stock ol hair goods at the
ton. Successor to Ralph Conant & Son.
Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orriera
8-tf soHflteil. H. C RHODES Tel. 510-.I. 78 If
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTT*l.KS
Hill SALE Hardwood fitted, $14; junks,
$12: long, $10; fitted limbs. $10; fitted soft and estates, up-to-date property, In the gar
wood and slabs. $8 : also lumber. T. J. CAB den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
ROLL, Tel. 263-21.
7 9. if ns what you want. ORRIN 1. PICKBY, Bel78-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty huusea of all descriptions fast. Me
In Rockland A large list of summer cottages » WHEN LN BOSTON—Remember that you
In fact aw kinds of real estate. Come and I can buy copies of The Courler-OazeHe with
,.?5.P,r?n.y n’L,f vou w,sh to h,,U ROBEPsT tlie home news, at the Old South News Agene-

l. (.OLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel.77.

78-tfl Wuihlngton St., next Old South Church.

Every-Other-Day
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A NOTABLE CONCERT

Nettie Green Kittredge Will

Make First Public Appear

ance In Rockland
In addition to personal note* regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social bappenlngs.
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

The organ fund committee of the
Vniversalist Church is beginning its
summer musical activities with a
concert Monday evening. July 28. pre
senting Nettie Green Kittredge, so
prano. of New [York, with John E.
'Fay. pianist, of Portland as the
assisting artist. Mrs. Kittredge will
have as her accompanist Edna Well
ington Smith of New York.
It will be Mrs. Kittredge’s first ap
pearance in song recital in Rockland
though 'she was born in South
Thomaston and seems to almost be
long to Rockland due to her marriage
to a local boy. Scott Kittredge. Mrs.
Kittredge has won marked success
in music in New York and other fields.
and the opportunity to hear her
is being hailed with enthusiasm, Her
earliest vocal studies were with Mrs.
Lilian S. Copping, who with her usual
far sighted wisdom saw promise in
the young voice. Other prominent
teachers in a period of years were
Torriani, now' deceased; and Jeannotte, the renowned French teacher,
both of New' York. Recently she has
been coaching with Mrs. Smith.
Her activities have been numerous
and varied, embracing appearances
with the Theatre Guild, the Schu
berts, Elliot. Inc., San Carlo Opera
Co., and the Washington Civic Opera
Co., as well as radio broadcasts, pri
vate and public recitals, etc. Among
her most recent recital appearances
were the D.A.R. Spring Luncheon and
the Maine Club in New York and the
Men's Club at .Flushing, L. I.
Her voice, said to be one of great
beauty, is used with consummate
skill, due to continuous study with
voice masters and constant applica
tion. Her program will embrace
numbers in French, German and
Italian, as well as an aria and an
English group, built to display her
versatility as an artist and also to
make a public appeal.
Mrs. Smith who has been heard
locally in concert, chiefly as accom
panist. is a musician of high type.
She spent several years in Italy and
Paiis. during that period studying
with Lcschetizky. She is a fluent
linguist and thoroughly founded in
the many phases of musicianship,
displaying particular skill in the art
of accompanying.
Tickets are now on sale by the
committee which is headed by Miss
Margaret G. (Stahl. The proceeds
are to be turned into the fund being
created to rebuild the present !Universalist organ, w goal which the
organ fund committee is bending
every effort to teach.

Mrs. William Pritchard of Boston
is a guest of her mother, Mrs. Elida
Colson, Camden street.

TELEPHONE_____ ___ _____________ M 77®

Beniamino RJecio of Berlin, Ger
■■ : ,,.ra many, a well known operatic baritone,
Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles MacDon was the guest of Dr. and Mrs. R. W.
ald were tendered a surprise party— Bickford Saturday, while on his way
a real surprise too—last evening “by to New York from a short vacation
the workers of the Daily Vacation at Lucerne-in-Maine.
Bible school and their families who
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Small (Min
came laden with refreshments and
numerous vacation gifts accompanied erva Stover) and daughter Barbara
by humorous descriptive verses. It left Saturday for their home in El
was a very happy occasion under a mira, N. YJ., after being guests for
several days of Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
h'ospi table roof.
Stover.
Mrs. Kenneth Mills and Miss Mar
Miss Alice Gay arrives home to
garet Nutt were in Portland last
week and on Wednesday evening at morrow from Camp Piscataqua, East
tended the non-commissioned offi Barrington. N. H.. where she has
cers’ ball at Fort Williams where Mr. been for two weeks. Elizabeth Till
Mills was stationed with Battery G. is leaving tomorrow for a two weeks’
stay at tlie same camp.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marston and
Harold Coombs and William Clem
daughter Ruth and Mr. and Mrs. E.
13. Ingraham are occupying the Stod ent have returned from a short busi
dard-St. Clair cottage at Ash l’oint. ness trip to Boston.
Mrs. Marston is convalescing satis
Mrs. Jilin Creighton. Miss Rita
factorily from a recent surgical op
Smith and Miss Margaret Ruggles of
eration.
Thomaston, with Judson Flanagan
Miss Madelyn Rawley is visiting acting as el/auffeur, arrived home
her aunt Mrs. Josephine Blanch’e in Sunday from a 10 days’ motor trip
through Canada.
Augusta.
—_

.j.,

■■

t

Thirty-five members of Edwin
Libby Relief Corps enjoyed a picnic
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Susie
Newbert. Thomaston. Picnic supper
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coburn
was served on the lawn, the lunches
brought by the guests augmented By Tha eminent dramatic stars who will appear in their great comedy success
“The Plutocrat,” at the Lakewood Theatre, for the week beginning
Misses Madlene Rogers, Cora Hall baked beans and coffee furnished by
and Margaret Buttomer were home the hostess. Opportunity was made
Monday, July 28.
to
visit
the
"Old
Meeting
House
on
from Gorham Normal School over the
the Hill,” and games and music in
weekend.
doors occupied the evening happily.
It was promised that A. A. Milne at Lakewood comes next week with
Philip Trafton and Miss Alda
would give us something new in the th'e engagemnt of the distinguished
Mrs. Elmer iS. Bird is making a way of a mystery show at Lakewood
Renshaw of Machiasport were week
stars Mr and Mrs. Charles Coburn in
end guests of F. F. Trafton. Crescent motor trip into the Aroostook having this week and the promise was ful "The Plutocrat." The story of "The
for her guest Mrs. Bertha Rueter of filled. The murder is revealed, the
street.
Plutocrat" deals with an American
.Boston.
thick plot of the villains stands out family enroute for Europe. The plu
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F. Wisner who
boldly and everyone except the char
Capt. A. W. Hutchinson who has acters knows who killed th'e victim. tocratic father, shrewish wife and
were called to Newton, Mass., by the
nice daughter are happily contrast
illness of Mr. Wisner’s mother ar been in Boston and New Y’ork for But how is the law to take its course ed with such other types as a blase
several weeks arrived home Sunday
rived h’Jme Sunday.
and find its way through tlie web fellow American, a sophisticated
to visit his family at The Highlands
of alibis that have been so cleverly, French lady und her son, a titled
Mrs. William Trainer hhs been
so diabolically forged. That the law English'man and his lady, al! of whom
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith and does win in the end is one of the
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Sherman J.
are involved in a plot the key of
children, Dorothy. Robert and Wil
Hoar in Rangeley.
points of the comedy mystery play which is broad humor which indulges
liam of Quincy. Mass., and Miss Edan and ’Milne has done a fine Job in a
in much legitimate satire on Ameri
Harold Coombsv Ernest Gamage F. Wood of Brewer, were guests for noble manner.
canism. true and false. It is good
and William Clement attended the the weekend of Mrs. R, L. Jones. Mrs
One of the big events of the season tun from beginning to end.—adv.
Portland regatta a portion of last W. E. Morgan and the Misses Britt,
leaving Sunday for Portland where
wqck.
Mrs. Statia Harmon of Th'e Ken
they were to be guests of Mr. and
CAMDEN
Misses Irene Lunden'and Mary Mrs. Perley Wood and Mr. and Mrs. more is visiting her sister and friends
in Augusta, Auburn and Wells.
Lawry are at Camp Edith Macy. Arthur Wood for a few days.
There was a slight fire near the
Briarcliffe Manor, N. Y., for two
sardine factory, at the foot of Com
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
I.
Plummer
of
weeks.
This camp has girls from
Miss Charlotte Norton and Miss mercial street Saturday evening. In
all over the country and presents a Dexter were weekend guests of their Marion Hartram of Lakeville. Conn., trying to go down Commercial street
daughter
Mrs.
L.
B.
Cook
,
Beech
most interesting atmosphere.
are guests of Miss Harriet O'iirien.
the fire trucks were blocked by pleas
street.
ure ears and one was obliged to either
Mrs. Forest Pinkerton and chil
P. P. Bicknell arrived home Satur hit a car and perhaps injure the occu
Mrs. Caroline Achorn Merriam and day from a two weeks' business trip pants or run into the store of A. H.
dren Alice, Betty and Robert are in
Miss
Doris
Bedell
of
Walnut
Creek.
Biddeford for several weeks, guests
in Vermont.
| Parsons on the corner of Commercial
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Calif., who have been guests of Mr.
-....
i and Bay View streets. The driver
tnd
Mrs.
F.
W.
Post,
Ingraham
Hill,
Emmons.
Forty members of Ralph Ulmer chose the latter and the frame and
for several days, are now in Cam
Camp and auxiliary spent a most &lass on onp window was completely
den
with
Mrs
Merriam's
brother.
Mrs. May V. Richardson spent the
enjoyable Sunday with Commander • smashed. The minute an alarm is
weekend at Pleasant Beach, guest of Wednesday Mrs. Merriam* will be and Mrs. C. F. Snow at Treasure sounded the pleasure cars block pasguest
of
honor
at
the
Shakespeare
Mrs. Jessie Haskell.
’
"ON MY SET”
Society's outing at the South Hope Point Farm where a picnic dinner sa«es lo the flre* thu* Impeding the
was served with fish chowder and Progress of the firemen. In other
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Conant, of Sweet Shop, and later in the week
towns
the
drivers
of
autos
are
fined
I
steamed clams as the principal
The Fast Freight visits us
Santa Barbara. Calif., were recent Mrs. Merriam and Miss Bedell will go courses.
for this offense and the law’ should be,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Rich, in to Portland where they will visit a
again Friday night from 10.30 to
enforced in Camden.
short
time
before
continuing
to
Bos

(ileneove. on their return from an ex
11 with its musical cargo. This
'Mr. and Mrs. Seabrook YV. Greg- j Comique Theatre bookings: Today,
tended European cruise. Mrs. Wil ton and other Massachusetts places
program will be offered: Organ,
•y of Hartford are in the eltv on a *aney Carroll in "The Devil's Holifor
brief
visits
before
taking
the
liam R. Marshall of Winchester,
Sunny Side of the Street; quartet
week's'
visit
while
Mr.
Gregory
is
Jay;"
Wednesday,
"The
Grand
PaMass., accompanied them on the way htomeward trail.
having his annual vacation.
On ' rade:" Thursday and Friday, return j A Little Street In Honolulu; or
gan, Chinatown; quartet, Cali
to Belfast. Mr. Conant and his sister,
their
return
they
will
be
accompanied
' en8tagemetit of Gold Diggers of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brooks (Lolita
Mrs. Marshall, were former Belfast
fornia Here I Come; organ, Beal
by
Frank
B.
Gregory.
'Broadway:"
Saturday.
Gary
Cooper'
residents. The previous year the Palmer) have returned to their home
Street Blues; organ, It Happened
‘Only the Brave.” Coming attrricin Campton, N. H.. after being guests
In Monterey; yodel; organ, La
Conants traveled around the world.
Mrs.
Lee
Adams
and
daughter
j
^°
ns:
“
<•
uckoos,
“
Return
of
Dr.
1*
u
of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Fales, Camden
Paloma.
Anne
and
Miss
Christine
Richards
Manchu,
‘
ISucli
Men
are
Dangerous,
•' Mr .and Mrs. Joseph Emery were street. They were accompanied by
of Washington, D. C., are guests of "
Byrd at the South Pole.
given a house warming Friday eve Mrs. Brook’s brother. Edward Palmer
Sunday night’s reception was
Gilbert Patten of New York and
ning by 28 of their Camden friends. who will be their guests until the Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Greene, Beech Camden is in town to attend the re
not especially good, WEEI being
street.
Cards were in order, and buffet lunch latter part of August.
the only station that was fairly
gatta.
was served. Mr. and Mrs. (Emery
free from crackling.
Donald Flowers of New York city
A.
F.
Heald
of
Boston
is
a
visitor
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper and Mrs.
were presented with an electric
is in town with his speed boat.
in
this
city,
where
he
was
forrtierly
toaster, as a memento of the occasion. Kenneth Lord and two sons of Wash
Flowers Falcon, which he will race
EAST SEARSMONT
ington, D. C.. are occupying their located in business. He is now’ with
in the regatta this week.
Mrs. IS. T. Constantine entering cottage at Hobbs Pond, Hope, until F. Bova & Co., Boston.
Camden and Thomaston baseball
Mrs. Maud Smith and son Donald
upon her annual vacation of two Thursday.
Mrs. Fred Feleh has returned to teams will play at Camden, tomorrow. of Belfast were recent visitors of
weeks from Supt. Toner's office left
Wednesday
at
6
p.
m.
Clara Gelo.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps is to her home in Allston, Mass., after be
Sunday for 'Saco for a brief visit,
Miss .Myrtle Dickey of Melrose
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Robinson and
she then goes to North Weymouth. have a plenie at Oak Grove Cabins ing the gue>*t of her aunt, Mrs. Highlands. Mass., was the guest Sun
children of Camden visited Mr. aril
Mass., to be the guest of Mrs. Ethel Thursday afternoon and evening. George Gray, Waldo avenue.
day of Miss Helen Rodgers of Belfast, Mrs. Albert Marrir.er last week
Each member is to take a box lunch
Keene for a short time.
assistant (luring the summer at the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jarett of
Mr. and Mrs. .Lyford- Ames were
Western Union Telegraph office.
Thompsonville. Conn., and her mother
Mrs. John Flanagan acted as weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Al
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Melvin and
A full attendance is desired at the Mrs. Etta Hobbs of Dorchester.
children Dorothy and Eueille were h'ostess for the bridge party spon den Perry at Readfield.
meeting of Maiden Cliff Rebekah Mass., visited relatives in this section
weekend guests of Mr. anjl Mrs. Byron sored by the BPW Club Friday eve
Lodge tomorrow, Wednesday eve recently.
ning.
Honors fell to Mrs. Clara
Mrs. Elizabeth ,Feleh of Allston.
Wotton at Metinic.
ning.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Heald and
Crockett, Mrs. S. A. Burpee and Mrs. Mass., is the guest of her sister. Mrs.
Members of the Garden Club are
(hildren and Will Heald all of Troy
George Gray, Waldo avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plummer of Brewer.
making great preparations for their
wore recent visitors of Dalton Heald.
Hartford, who have been visiting Mrs.
Flower Exhibit to be held at the Yacht
Waipas and Wilpas Sallinen and
Mrs. Burleigh Ordway and chil
Mrs. Harry Bradbury and son Orrin Club July 30. from 3 to 6 o'clock. At
H. C. Clark, Rankin street, and other
relatives, the past few days, left for sister Miss Helen Sallinen of Cushing returned yesterday from a ten days the close of the exhibit flowers will dren Burleigh and David of Pejepscot.
motored Stfnday to Bangor to visit visit to New’ York, Boston and Old
spent several days with Mr. and Mrs.
their home yesterday.
be sent to the Camden Community
their mother.
Orchard.
Hospital and to shut-ins. No post Albert Marriner recently.
Miss Helen Morse of North Caro
Mr. and Mrs. Guy 'Douglas, Mr. and
ponement on account of weather.
lina is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Rod
Miss Ida Cushing has returned
Miss Nettie M. Follett of Boston
Mrs. Ardrey Orff and daughter. Bar
ney Thomas.
bara. and Mrs.Orff's brother, Clarenpe to Boston after spending a few weeks is visiting Mrs. M. B. Winslow of
TENANT'S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. James Strout of AuMarshall of Whitinsville. Mass., mo with her mother, Mrs. Mary Cushing, Limerock street and other relatives
Rev. and Mrs. Grenaway andl.uusta were Sunday guests of. his
tored Sunday to I^ikewood. Bingham, Talbot avenue.
and friends in this efty.
daughter of Brooklyn, N. Y., were! I 'rents Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Strout.
Dover-Foxeroft and other places, re
Mrs. Alton Palmer and children
turning home by way of Bangor.
Mrs. Albert Hastings will enter supper guests Friday of Mrs. Harry
Elsie Strout accompanied them
I home for a w eek’s visit.
have arrived horn e from Gardiner tain- the auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer Patterson.
where
they
were
guests
of
relatives
Mrs. F .H. Piper and Miss Abbie
Camp at her cottage, Ingraham Hill.
Homer Harding and family of
Mrs. Christana Hall spent Sunday
Hollis of Medford Hillside. Mass., who for a short time.
Thursday afternoon. Supper will he Somerville. 'Mass., are guests of Mrs. "1th her parents Mr. and Mrs. Albert
have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
served at 6, to which members of the Charles Uotorook.
.Marriner.
Miss Gladys Hunter who has been camp are invited. Take dishes.
Carl Cassens, Camden-street, during
Herbert Davidson and three friends
Mrs- Grace McKenney and children
the
guest
of
her
sister.
Mrs.
Ear!
the past week, have returned home.
ef Somerville, .Mass., were weekend f. Lincolnville were the guests of
Tasker
in
Bradford,
li'as
arrived
Mr. Pit>er who accompanied them to
guests at the Davidson cottage.
Mis. Harriet Marriner recently.
this city remains for a longer time. > home, accompanied by her niece Bar
Frank Brown is to .build a chim- ——- --------- --- -----------------------------------bara. who will be the guest of her
ney in the now Aldrich cottage at --------Mrs. Mary Messer who has been grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
South Side. Arthur Mossman has |
.
Seminary
and
.
spending the past week in Belfast, the Hunter for a time.
the contract for building the cottage.
Junior
College
*
guest of 'her isister, tMiss (Frances
Mrs. Harry Patterson recently en
Mr. and Mrs. Dion E. Wooley of
Welch lias returned home.
FOR YOUNG WOMEN
tertained at tea Mrs. Mary Alley and
Mt Vernon. N. Y., are guests of Mr.
Thorough training for nephew of Waltham, Mass.
college and for life. General
Miss Ixjuise Bickford left Sunday and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike, Masonic
Frank Blckmore «f Colorado is a
preparatory course and two
for New York where she will resume street.
years’ college work with op guest at Wan-e-set Inn for the sum
her operatic training, and where she
portunities for individual
talents. Music, art, dramat mer.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gould and son
will also |hegin rehearsals for the
ics, home economics, sten
Several summer visitors are a' !
operetta "Luana." to be produced by Robert. Mrs. Lou Ingraham and Mrs.
ographic courses. Small
to !
classes. Protective home Wan-e-set Inn and the house is
Arthur Hammerstein. The play is Maud Gould, all of Portland, were
be filled during the month "£i
supervision. Gymnasium and
scheduled for an' early fall opening guests for the weekend of Miss Lotta
outdoor sports. 100th year
August.
at the Hammerstein Theatre on Skinner and other relatives.
Rate $1000. Catalog.
Mr. and Mrs. Klusky of New’ York
Agnbs M. Sappord, Pritt.
Broadway.
are guests of Mrs. Roy Meservey.
Box T
Portland, Maine
Class 29 of the Methodist Church is
Mrs. Roger Wolcott of Hartford, to have a picnic tomorrow at George
Conn., who is making an extended L. St. Clair’s cottage. Crescent Beach.
visit with her parents. Mayor and
The announcement that Miss Kitty
Mrs. C. M. Richardson, Broadway,
entertained at a bridge luncheon Fri McLaughlin, soprano, of New York
and
Rockland, nnd Frank Bibb,
day evening. Cut and garden floorers
were used effectively as house and coach-accompanist, of New York and
Complete with Tubes
table decorations. There were flve Camden, are to appear in retieal the
tables, honors being won by Mrs. latter part of August at the UniverRuth Blaekington Lancaster of N’ew salist church.- promises one of the
At
Britain. Conn.. Mrs. L. IE. McRae. rarest musical treats afforded in this
Mrs. W. H. Rhodes and Mrs. Ralph city for some time. Miss McLaugh
Hanscom. Among the out of town lin is singing more gloriously than
guests were Mrs. Lancaster, Mrs. ever, and with Mr. Bibb, acclaimed as
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
Carroll Bessey and Miss (Carrie one of the foremost eoaehjaeeom». Fields of Boston. Mrs. Francis Har panist In thh country, at ffic piano,
FRIDAY EVENINGS
rington of Hartford. Mrs. George her voice will be heard at its best.
632 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Snow of Miami .Fla., Mrs. Joyce The concert Is to be sponsored by the
' Admission 50c
Telephone 466-W
I.ehing of 'Rutherford. N. J., and Miss organ fund committee of the T'niver’
86-88
87-90
salist Church,

Mrs. George A. Gilchrist Was re
turned to her home in Belfast after
being the guest of relatives and
friends in Rockland and Thomaston
for a short time.

You get this $3.50 Iron
9

for J.C
when you buy the new

MASTER
for $8.75

sunbeam

Y'ou pay but one cent for the Little
Princess Iron—wonderfully well made
just like our big irons, only half the size.
Weighs three pounds and is ideal in the
home for ironing dainty things, such as
lingerie, curtains, handkerchiefs, baby
clothes, etc.
Also just the thing for
traveling.

Now you can replace your old style, nonuutomatic iron with the N’ew Master
Automatic Sunbeam, combining every
feature you’ve always wanted!
Auto
matically controlled, should you forget
to shut it off. High, medium and Xxyw
and every heat in .between—Anger-tip
control—any heat you want with the
touch of a finger on the adjustment
control.

Your OLD Iron is worth $1 when applied
toward the above purchase—

$7.76 for BOTH
This Offer Good Only Until August 9th

Central Maine Power Co.
at any of

CAMDEN YACHT CLUB

$162

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

Marguerite Walton of Philadelphia.

Dress and Supporting Cor

sets, Belts, Bandeaux and
Sanitary Goods

—IN—

Mrs. Hazel Atwood

“CAREERS”

Registered Corsetiere
67 WILLOW ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 1086-W
86-88

—With—..

Antonio Moreno and Noah Beery
ALSO

LAKEWOOD

Acts

Novelty

Comedy

5 Miles North of Skowhegan
Mail Lakewood, Skowhegan, Me.,
Tel. Skowhegan 434
Every Night Except Sunday
7.CO P. M. Standard Time

NOW SHOWING

WILLIAM POWELL
—IN—

‘THE SHADOW OF THE LAW”

ALL THIS WEEK

Monday, July 21
A Sensational New 'Sort of
Thriller

One of the
Publix
Theatres
Tel. 409

Home of
Paramount
Picture!

“The Perfect Alibi”
A. A. Milne in his most amusing
mood

x.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

NEXT WEEK

Monday, July 28
The Distinguished Stars

Mr. and Mrs. Cobum

VAN&
SCHENCK

The New

Regatta Week, July 21-26
DANCES

SPENCER

DOVE

SEE AND HEAR

RadioPhonograph
Combination

oar »tor»»

BILLIE

Her honor was the price of
her husband’s promotion.
Should she make the
sacrifice?

//iSTBROOK

Crosley

Set instantly for any
heat you want. When
the Iron reaches this
heat, current shuts o!f
automatically. When
the Iron starts to
cool, current switches
on. Never cools —
never overheats.

—the pennant winning battery of
songlund in a comedy drama of
busiOall and the stage.

‘THEY LEARNED
ABOUT WOMEN”

In Their Popular Comedy

“The Plutocrat”
By Arthur Goodrich, founded on
Booth Talking ton's story

Lakewood Inn
Open 7 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner

SUNDAY CHICKEN
DINNER $1.50
Special Parties Arranged For

With

LAKEWOOD DANCES

BESSIE LOVE, BENNY RUBIN, J. C. NUGENT
Song Hits!
Laughs'Galore!
Baseball!

Every Tuesday aid Friday

—A’IJ4O—

Vitaphone Acts

Audio Review

TODAY ONLY

RAMON NAVARRO in “IN GAY MADRAS”
PUBLIX

SHOWS
Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
8at. Continuoue
2.00 to 11.00
“EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT"

Home -f
Paramount
Pictures
TEL. 892

Special Tuesday, July 29

* Live Baby
Given Away
Lou Lissack’s
Orchestra
Overnight Bungalows
Perfect Modern Equipment

WITH

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 22, 1930
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RHODES

IN

SUMMER BUSINESS

EUROPE

Influx of Visitors Is Greater

Some Phases of Foreign Travel As Experienced By a

Former Well-Known Rockland Boy

tfFocA/aru/, vwat

Year Despite

Than Last
Reports

hen the tiermomeler
trie/ tor altitude

With 2.319 visitors dropping in at
the headquarters of the Maine Pub
licity Bureau in Longfellow Square,
[The Fourth Letter]
high mountains. Innsbruck Is sur
Portland, during the last seven days
Pension St. Raphael. Rue de Pyra rounded by wonderful snow-capped
mountains, but the only water around
Sdnnaa/
rf
mids, Paris, June 9.
showing a gain of 959 over a similar
Is
a
small
river,
the
Inn.
Lucerne
Here in Paris again, and comfort
period for last year. Harrie B. Coe.
ably located at the Pensii.n where I has both the water and the moun
manager of the Bureau, declared that
lived for a year while I was stationed tains. and about all that we had time
it was plainly evident that Maine's
here with the Red Cross luring th’e to do was to look at it and find out
war. This is the same Pension where what there is to see if we ever have
summer influx is greater than ever
George Lawry and 1 lived together thp good fortune to return.
79-tf
despite the contention of some hotel
Whenever I have had the oppor
during the summer of 1918 bef re he
keepers and camp proprietors that
was sent out into the field, and later tunity when in Waterville I have al
business is “ lagging."
Phil Howard, talph Wiggin and 1 ways been glad to go into the Colby Calvin and Knox preached the Ref
“It may be that the overnight
were all here together nt the same Chapel and see the copy of Th'orwald- ormation. the monument to the Refor
RAMBLES AFIELD
camps are cutting into the business
time. The frisky black kitten with sen’s Lion of Lucerne which is in mation, which is very recent, and '
which ordinarily went to the hotels.”
wh'ich J used to play is now an old there as a meme rial to the Colby men the room in the Municipal Building in
Mr. Coe observed. “However, with
and dignified cat. and the older cat who f 11 in the Civil War. When 1 which the Geneva Arbitration be
Here,
There
and
Yonder,
; the modern cottages rose-arbored
has gone to his reward. Math amise’1 reached Lucerne my first impulse tween the United States and Great ;
Kuhling, the proprietor, is now was to see the original. I found a Britain over the Alabama claims was .
Touching the Alluring and attractively furnished and
painted, it is no wonder that the tour
Madame Bjerregaard and a widow. 1 small map of the city, located the negotiated.
Photograph's
of
both
'
Things of Nature.
ist is prevailed upon to put up over
miss the boys of the “Stars and Lion on it. and in a very few minutes delegations are in the room, and I
night at these places.”
Stripes,” members of the staff of the I we were there. 1 was not disappoint- recognized one man in our delegation,
Mr. Coe attributed the rumor which
A.E.F. Newspaper, and ihe Red Cross led in the realization. The Lion, as the late Frank W. Hackett, whom I
[Number
Eight]
makes known, that 40 summer boys
girls, who used to be here with me, I vou know, is carved in the side of a remember very well when I was in
A few years ago an acquaintance and girls camps in this State failed
and th’e old Concierge has passed 1 solid precipice, as a memorial to th’e Washington. He was Assistant Sec
away and is replaced by another f j Swiss guards who fell defending retary of the Navy under President who lives in the country walked into to open this year to the fact that they
those omniscient and omnipresent Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette from McKinley, but as a young man just my house and asked if I could show are mismanaged and fail to offer suf
factotums of French life, but aside the French mob at the Tuilerles in out of Harvard he was Secretary to him a plant of poison ivy. I took ficient inducement to bring applicants
from this I told Madame th&t it does 1792. It is one of the interesting and Caleb Cushing, one of the United him across the street and there alone to their locations.
the edge of the sidewalk grew rods
“It has been apparent during the
not seem that I have ever left, which unique memorials of the world.
The high mountains around Lu- States delegates to Geneva, and I and rods of it. right where many past few years,” be said, “that there
pleases her immensely.
have heard him allude to his experi small ch'ildren play and run and fall
We arrived I,ere from Geneva 'ate <'" no. Pilatus, Rigl. Seeligsberg and
are people who believe the only requi
ences there. When we reached th'e
Saturday night and went immediately ot Tiers, invite and facilitate ascent by Church of Calvin and Knox the guide down and roll over among it and I site to operate a summer camp is that
to the Hotel Oxford and Cambridge. furniculaire railways which run to asked us if we would like to go in. never hear of one being poisoned of location. They have forgotten
Early Sunday morning I to k a shot their summits and those who have The party was a little slow in re while I know some grown persons that iMaine beasts of the finest sum
and went around to the Old Pension, taken these trips told us th'at they sponding, but two Catholic priests who cannot pick even one leaf of it mer camps to be found anywhere in
which was near by. to see if anything were beautiful, hut as we had only were the best sports in the party, for without suffering for weeks after the country and if they hope to vie
ward. It poisons me only when w»" with these well established and per-"
would be familiar there. I found that one full day around Lucerne those
they spoke up and said they wanted and then not very severely as I gen
fectly equipped end conducted camps,
Madame was still th re. and when pleasures are something which we
OUR kitchen will be hot enough in summer,
to go. We went in. and both of them
sh° recognized me she recalled imme had to d°fer for subsequent visits. In went up and stood in the pulpit *and erally take the precaution of washing something more than just location is
hands
and
arms
in
strong
salt
and
diately my c.ld room number and the morning we took the regulation
needed^’*
anyway. Why permit an old, heat-leaking range to
sat in the chair which Calvin and water or a solution cf baking I sod.'
Reservations already made for
cussed me out in good shape for not sightseeing trip around the city, on a
Knox
had
occupied.
after I have been working in its September at many hotels and several
coming directly there and waking her Thomas Cook bus. and in the after
make the temperature unbearable?
One of the reasons why we stopped vicinity.
camps. Indicate an extended summer
up the night before. She insisted on noon we took a boat trip down the
at
Geneva
was
to
call
upon
Miss
Jean
When men wore long legged calf season, in the opinion of the Publicity
our coming there, and so we are here lake. Lucerne still has a covered Michel, a friend of my wife. She
Glenwood Oven Insulation is scientifically planned to keep
skin boots which had to be pulled Bureau head. An investigation re
f r the duration of our stay in Paris footbridge hundreds of years old
was
on
the
clerical
staff
at
her
hos

off with a clumsy contrivance known cently conducted by an official of
as I was here for the duration of the i-cross an inlet of the lake, must like
baking heat where it belongs . . . IN the oven and OUT of
pital during the war, and is now sec as a bootjack I have heard complaint< Bridgton Academy in an effort to de
*v/or years ago.
The Pension is h'e I\ nte Vccchlo in Florence, but
t lacks the quaint shops along the retary to one of the officials at the fr m h'ay makers that ‘Tnarkry,” (an termine the amount of applicants al
pretty well filled up with tourists
headquarters of the League of Na
the kitchen.
here for longer or shorter stays, Mdes. Wejvent down the lake as far tions. After the ride around the city old fashioned name for ivy) would ready registered at Maine summer
poison them right through those boots camps disclosed that of 20 camps
mostly English and American. This is firunneon one boat, waited there
we called at thle headquarters and if they worked near it, while others visited only one had fallen in its
In partnership with the famous Glenwood AutomatiCook,
is one of the old and well known or about half an* hour and returned
found her. She was much surprised j
Pensions of Paris, and Mad in * is »n another boat. It was a wonderful to see us. as she did not know we were | dared not even look at it because it bookings while ten registered record
which obtains and maintains correct oven temperatures auto
poisoned their eyes. Since then I enrollments.
very proud of a framed testimonial afternoon, perfect in every particular.
in Europe, and came around and had have learned that it blooms just at
which she has expressing the thanks
Interlaken
dinner with us that night. Through11 haying time and the blossoms are full
matically, Glenwood Insulation makes baking failures unknown,
of the American Legion to her for
We found that it was perfectly Miss Michel’s courtesy we were | of fine pollen and this is the most trees. There are no houses near, and
her courtesies during the convention feasible to break the trip from Lu
shown around the headquarters and poisonous part of th’e plant. A very I have always imagined the presence
shortens the time you spend in cooking, and frees precious
here several years ago.
pine to Geneva by a stop at Inter- j I was invited to attend the formal
slight breeze would carry this fine f this vine prevents any one from
Through Switzerland
aken. and we left Lucerne for there execution of a commercial conven dust-like pollen into one's eyes or making use of these lots for building
hours for play and rest.
I am afraid th'at I have not any ast Thursday morning. Interlaken, tion which was to be executed the into the tops of those long legged purposes. Perhaps conditions there
is
its
name
implies,
is
situated
behave
changed
ere
now.
for
the
last
thing very interesting or exciting to
next morning, but I was unable to boots where it w-ould soon work
An Insulated Glenwood DeLuxe
write t( day. but the week has been ween two' lakes. Brienzersee on the attend much as I would like to have downward to the feet. I think this time I visited the place must have
ast
and
Thunersee
on
the
west.
The
a full one for us. filled with the
done so.
is the peak of perfection in mod
may account for many somewhat >een at least twenty-five or thirty
routine and concern: ated sightseeing ailroad from Lucerne to Brienze, at
I was glad of this opportunity to mysterious cases of poisoned eyes years ago. and I know there are ways
of a party of American tourists the east end of Brienzersee. passes visit the headquarters of th’e League. and feet, even when a persort has not to kill noxious plants though I have
ern cooking appliances. How soon
hurrying through some of the beauty lirectly over a high mountain, and It is now located In temporary head touched the plant.
seen several attempts made hereabout
spots of Eur< pe. We left Oberam- he ride with the view down into quarters in a hotel, but permanent
will you be enjoying yours?
The upi>er part of Rankin street and all failed. A neighbor once piled
mergau on the bus for Innsbruck he Alpine valleys with the sight oF headquarters are under construction from the Old County Road nearly to i Jot of straw and refuse along the
shortly after I wr te you last Monday nany slender waterfalls falling down in a park not far from the present the top of the h'ill is fast becoming a top of the ivy near the side walk,
m< rning, and arrived in Innsbruck .'rom the mountains into the valleys headquarters. I saw the Library and
llowance
menace on account of this plant as with the result that the next spring
early in the afternoon. The ride .vas wonderful.
the hall where the Council of the there are many patches of it along the ivy was more luxuriant and pro
for
your old
back was just as beautiful as the ride
We were advised on leaving Lu- League meets. The Assembly holds
At Our Gas District Stores
the edge of the sidewalk and large fuse than it had ever been before.
over, and possibly more interesting erne to get off from the train at its meetings at present in the Hall
This
is
not
a
very
pleasant
sub

Waterville
Bath
Gardiner
Rockland
quantities by the stonewalls and
Augusta
cooking equipment
for we knew a little about the coun Brienz and make the balance of the of the Reformation in anoth'er part of
ject.
so
to
offset
it
1
will
add
at
the
lences and especially about the old
try and knew whUt to look f< r as we rip by boat over Brienzersee. but on Geneva, as there is no room of suffi
very
end.
a
bit
of
joyful
news.
My
reservoir. I am often asked how to
went along. We made < nly one stop iccount of the inconvenience of cient size for this meeting in the pres
recognize this plant and the best meadow lilies the bulbs of which I
for refreshments at a little waysid
ransferring baggage we did not. and ent headquarters.
answer I have is to beware of any received last November from an old
hotel in a notch passing through Tern I think that wo lost ou\ on sights of
From its inception I have been , vine whose leaves grow in groups of nupil, are in bloom! One has two
A magazine writer asks. “Must
Pass. We spent the afternoon in beautiful scenery by not doing so. On against formal membership of the
The liquor traffic tends to produce ! The Bureau of Standards has just
three. Woodbine wh'ich is sometimes blossoms and the other has three buds criminality in the population at large I come out with the information that we scrap the family?’’ Oh no. The
Innsbruck and did a little shopping getting off from th'e train at Inter- United States In the League of Na
mistaken for it. has five leaves in a which are already showing their
there. Innsbruck is a center for a aken a lady recognized me and called tions. and I see no reason to change
.and lawbreaking among the saloon j the waistline is eight inches above average family can always be de
group and is harmless. There is a beautiful yellow color.
keepers themselves.—Theodore Roose .the hips. Too late, however, to help pended on to do its own scrapping.—
good deal of mountain tramping and ne by name. She was Miss Russell, this opinion. I believe that the
Adella F. Veazie
climbing variety which seems to be
Louisville Times.
•Mr. Sharkey.—Detroit News.
velt.
the regulation costume for moun i lady whom I had met in Paris while League is a very useful insti
Rankin street, Rockland.
taineers is very picturesque. We saw he was serving with the Y.M.C.A. tution. particularly in dealing with' much more virulent than our common
creeping kind. It runs up into tall
many of them, on the streets and in luring the war. You see she had i*e- that the League is a very useful in
trees and is very handsome in the
the stores, and I was strongly tempt
inhered this shape during all those stitution. particularly in dealing with'
fall when the leaves turn red.
ed to bring one of them home hut I long years.
econrmic and moral questions, but
In Massachusetts between Malden
resisted the impulse.
A great attraction of Interlaken is it is essentially a European institu
From Innsbruck we went to its proximity to the Jungfrau, prob tion and we are much better out of and Melrose there is a long stretch
Lucerne, with a brief stop at Zurich. ably next to the Matterhorn the most it than we would be in it. As a f road where it has taken posses
Th’e principal cities (f Switzerland famous peak of Switzerland. While political institution it has not yet sion and runs into th’e tops of the elm
that I saw, Zurich. Lucern • and ;he Matterhorn stands alone in its found itself. If it had I do not believe
Genevan are situate I at one enl of majesty, the Jungfrau is the highest that many of the international con
a large lake, and this. I suppose, i
»f several peaks in a chain, and while ferences which we have had during
the genesis of Bryan’s famous invita
•he ascent of the Matterhorn is still th** last ten years would have been
tion of years ago to the Swiss navy •he last w’ord in qualifying as a necessary, and even when it does find
to participate in the Panama-Pacific mountaineer, ascent of the Jungfrau itself from the political standpoint I
Exposition, in*San Francisco in 1915. is ( pen to all who can stand the ele do not believe that membership on
offers
As 1 understand the situation, th
vation. for it can be made by rail. our part would be either necessary
problem of naval disarmament has We did not make the ascent but we or advisable. We cannot tell what
never been a pressing n litical iss
did get a wonderfVil view of the the repercussions might be in our
you a
in Switzerland, and the burden of a mountain. It can be seen plainly domestic political life from the posi
naval establishment does not bother from th'e village at Interlaken, but tions which we might be compelled
ROOM WITH
the Swiss taxpayers. The tonnage of here is a high mountain back of the to take as a member. I have never
cruisers and the size of guns are both village, Harder, which can be ascend thought but what we could cooperate
PRIVATE BATH
immaterial to them. I cannot say ed by a furniculaire and we went up in the good work of the League in any
for
anything about Zurich except to say there and obtained the view of the matter that might concern us with
that it impressed me as a fine city Jungfrau and its adjacent peaks and out formal membership In it, and I
$2.50
situated there at the north end of spent a delightful afternoon on the am still of this opinion.
including
Surichs •••. along nhich w p
d foi ummit of Harder.
In Paris Again
FREE GARAGE
many* miles < n the train, but when it
Geneva
We left Geneva for Paris early last
comes to Lucerne I have hardly be
Accommodations
Going
from
Interlaken
to
Geneva
Saturday
afternoon
and
did
not
ar

gan to rave over it, for it seems to
we had anticipated that a stop at rive here until nearly midnight. The
A room with both bath
me that it is the beauty spot of Eu
r°n'» fre
TPHIS new Studebaker offers the comrope and many concur with me in Bern, the capital of 'Switzerland, trip was the hardest that we have ex
and shower $3.00, $3.50
v. ould be necessary, and I had hoped perienced up to date, as it was long,
this opinion.
Room for Two at
fort and beauty of a big car cf 114’hat it would for I would h'ave enjoyed our compartment was crowded, and
Lucerne
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50
he opportunity of getting a brief it was pretty hot at times during the
0
inch wheelbase ... the thrilling perform
Lucerne is in the very heart of glimpse of the city. No stop was nec- afternoon. Getting to Paris, however,
Special Weekly Rates
Switzerland, th'e Switzerland of Wil o.-sary, however, and we were whisked is worth almost any inconvenience.
“Just around the corner
ance of a big 70-horsepower engine.
liam Tell, situated at the north-west Ir- m Interlaken to Geneva, going This is Paris, all right, but the Paris
from everything’’
end of Vierwaldstattersee, or Lake of through Bern and Lausanne, the of peace rather than the Paris of war.
Thrifty in oil and fuel consumption, it
the Four Forest Cantons. It was the quickest of any trip we have made, and in many respects I have a newTHE
•first city of its kind that we had without any change of cars, for on city with which to get acquainted. I
PRESIDENT
will appeal to the economy sense of those
visited, on a lake all surrounded by account of a large tourist party our cannot help contrasting my arrival
Awaits Your Vis t
train was run right through. A on Saturday night with my arrival in
! Sidney J. Mitchell
who want more than a ’ one-year” car.
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quality
was a young lady whbm I know in any such experience this trip.
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Hartford. Miss Flora M. Stewart.
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The party changed at Lausanne and today is Whit Monday, and these are
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went to Montreux. on the eastern end great holidays in France. Our good
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arl.v in the afternoon last Friday.
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its own, for it is now the center of down in Burgundy, over the holidays,
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wo great cooperative world move and will not return to Paris until
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However, I am
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! zerland. because of its freedom from know that I am going to enjoy every
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international like getting back home again.
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and the word GENUINE printed in
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ington Monument several years ago.
red. It’s your guarantee of purity,
in quality!
Geneva is situated at the south end He insisted on going to the top of it.
of Lae Leman, or Lake Geneva, and As I had never been up in the Monu
safety and reliability.
is geographically and ethically a part ment until I took him up in it, so I
Genuine Bayer Aspirin is what
f14-inch Wheelbase
Engine-driven gasoline pump
of Fiance. In the other sections of had never been up in the Tower until
the doctors prescribe. It relieves Switzerland which we had visited the I took him up. During the war it was
Lanchester Vibration Damper
70 Horsepower Engine
pain promptly, harmlessly. It does G< rman influence and language was used as a wireless and observation
Thermostatic control of cooling
Starter button on dash
p. ••dominant, but now everything wa’s station, arid was closed to visitors
not depress the heart. Relieves i Kk nch. Here th'e lake flows into the wh'ile I was here before. Yesterday
A Battle Creek physician says,
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“Constipation is responsible for more
colds, headaches, sore throat, pain Rhone River, and in the western part afternoon we all went to the top.
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misery than any other eause.”
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• of the city the Arve River flows into There are three stages of ascent,
from various causes.
But immediate relief has been
Full Power muffler
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tlie Rhone. The water of the Rhone about a quarter up. less than half up.
for Men and Women
found. A tablet called ltexall Order
is ;i beautiful blue, but that of the and way up. Nothing less than way
lies has been discovered. This tablet
Arve is dirty and filled with mud. up would suit Richard, and there is
attracts water from the system into
The contrast at their confluence and where we went. The view was great.
the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
for some distance Is Interesting, for Last evening we took a stroll over
the colon. The water loosens the dry
tlie current of the Rhbne is much around the Latin Quarter and had
food waste and causes a gentle
stronger and more rapid than that of dinner at a little restaurant on Rue
thorough, natural movement without
tb * Arve and the two streams flow des Ecoles opposite the College de
forming a habit or ever increasing the
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.-i<ie by side for a considerable dis France, where I used to go occasion
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Heel-to-Ball Fitting
tal ce bef, re they finally mingle.
ally. It was an Italian restaurant
Park and Union Streets
Tel. 700
Rockland, Maine
Stop suffering from constipation
We reached Geneva in time to have then but is now under different man
Chew a ltexall Orderlie at night,
DORMAN’S
lunch and take the American Express agement. We are ready this morning
sightseeing tour around the city in to see some of th’e old places, and we
ROCKLAND' Next day bright. Get 24 for 25c to
440 MAIN ST.
day at tlie nearest Kexall Drug Store
the afternoon.
I was particularly are starting for .St. Germain and
20-tf
Charles W. Sheldon.
interested in the Church in wh'ich Malmaison first.
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